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Abstract 

A typology of German angling clubs according to their preferred means to manage water bodies 

was developed over the course of a student project. The used data set was kindly provided by 

Projekt Besatzfisch. Part of Projekt Besatzfisch was the conduction of a Germany-wide written 

survey in 2011. Comprehensive data of 1.222 angling clubs was collected, covering social, 

economic and stocking relevant information.  

Preferred management methods of the different clubs were recorded in part of the questionnaire. 

Using the Ward method, five different groups of angling clubs were distinguished. They were 

labeled as Laissez faire, Holistic Control, Output Control, Do it all und Habitat clubs. Output 

control clubs for example implemented daily bagging limits in most of their managed water bodies. 

The by far most used and omnipresent tool, was fish stocking. The created typology was further 

extended and complemented by aspects like demography, values and norms or rights regimes. 

Those information were also provided by the questionnaire. Habitat clubs for instance showed 

higher environmental awareness than other club types.  

Overall the results of the student project showed a strong heterogeneity among German angling 

clubs. Furthermore results underlined the dominant role attributed to fish stocking and hinted 

various potential conflict sources when interacting with angling clubs. 
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Chapter 1 – Background and hypotheses 

 

1.1 Inland fisheries in Germany 

Germany is comprised out of 16 federal states, covering an area of 357.138 km², while 8.577 km² 

are confined in water bodies (BRÄMICK 2013). Most of the area is urbanized and around 

167.000km² are used for agricultural purposes (BUNDESAMT-FÜR-STATISTIK 2014). Considering 

fisheries, Germany holds 955 commercial inland fisheries (lake and river fisheries) and 5952 

aquaculture businesses (BRÄMICK 2014). While the aquaculture facilities in Germany and their 

production of fishery goods (27833 tons in 2014) adumbrates the few inland fisheries in size and 

production capacities (3142t), according to the yearly review for the German Inland Fisheries and 

Aquaculture, another vital component of this union between humans and the aquatic system – 

recreational fisheries- has been neglected for a long time (HILGE 1998, ARLINGHAUS 2006). 

Recreational fishing, especially in Germany, has received wider attention and importance over the 

past decade on a national level as well as internationally, for instance by the FAO, recognizing its 

influence as an inherent part of almost every water body (FAO 2012, ARLINGHAUS 2006, APS ET 

AL. 2004). While no coherent monitoring system for recreational fishing exists so far, landings can 

be estimated roughly around 45.000t per year, exceeding the total landings of the commercial 

inland fisheries sector, including aquaculture (ARLINGHAUS 2004). Taking this into account 

recreational fishing does not only influences the different ecosystems, especially in the case of fish 

stocking, but constitutes a vital economic factor. The German fishing community includes around 

3.8 Million Anglers (1.7 Mio Fishing license holders), from whom around 1 million are active 

inland anglers. Around 160.000 are anglers form the marine and coastal sector. (RIEPE & 

ARLINGHAUS 2014, BRÄMICK 2014, AAS ET AL. 2008, STREHLOW UNPUBLISHED). About 620.000 

anglers are organized in the German angling association DAFV including around 9000 individual 

angling clubs (DAFV.DE 2015). The dependent industries ranging from tackle shops to tourist 

trade, contribute on a noticeable scale to the GDP. It is valued at around 6.4 billion € per year, 

having 52000 jobs linked to it. For instance the value of a caught fish due to recreational fishing in 

Mecklenburg-West Pomerania is 80 times higher than compared to commercial fishing 

(ARLINGHAUS 2004, WORLD BANK 2012, FAO 2012, KRÜGER 2013).  
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Aside from financial and structural aspects, angling and fishing in general is backed by a close 

framework of different property rights regimes. Starting as early as the middle Ages, in order to 

prevent poaching and to regulate the market flow, property rights quickly evolved into today’s four 

major known regimes (LACKEY 2005, WOLTER ET AL. 2003, WELCOMME 2001). Open access, 

state property, communal property and private property dictating who holds the rights for access, 

withdrawal/ harvest and possible management rights while also granting the exclusion right under 

certain property conditions. Most individual anglers for instance hold the use rights, granting them 

access to a certain water body and the right to withdraw fishes from it (CHARLES 2001, DAEDLOW 

ET AL. 2011). Summing this up, property rights enforce authority to initiate actions and measures 

in a specific domain (OSTROM 2000). Therefore property isn’t a concrete thing but rather the 

granted and defined power over things and resources (SIPPONEN ET AL. 2010).  

One might rightfully ask the question what influence a single angler can have compared to 

commercial businesses or why he should be interested in anything else than the occasional stroll to 

his favorite angling spot. On one hand there are anglers as fishing rights holders, who have to 

manage, since duty and caretaking responsibilities are embodied within the fishing rights. In the 

case of the casual recreational angler it is vital to understand the social and structural changes and 

the responsibilities bestowed upon the recreational sector in this process (ARLINGHAUS 2004) The 

shift in people’s values towards conservation in the course of overexploitation and environmental 

degradation, primarily in industrialized countries, has led to the principle of sustainability (UN 

COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT 1992, DÖRING & OTT 2011, WELCOMME 

2001). While all resources used by humans are a part of complex, multi layered social-ecological 

systems, it is vital to have a robust governance system, supported by scientific knowledge to sustain 

the provided ecosystem services (OSTROM ET AL. 2009 & LEWIS ET AL 2006). According to OSTROM 

ET AL. the “until recently accepted theory that resource users will never self-organize to maintain 

their resource”, leaving it up to governmental institutions to make and implement decisions has 

been refuted (OSTROM ET AL. 2009). This discovery lead to a Nobel Prize for Ostrom and is also 

pivotal for private fishing rights regimes in Germany, where users are also local managers. This 

fundamental change in the way of thinking and developing a conscious towards the surrounding 

environment, while given the rights to actively intervene, leads over to the key focus of this paper, 

the angling clubs and their management capabilities. 
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1.2 For better or worse? - Development and state of inland freshwater bodies 

Before addressing common management methods it is important to understand the changes many 

water bodies underwent in the last decades. According to SWALES 1985: “The principal factors 

implicated in the continuing decline of inland fisheries throughout the world are generally 

considered to be the reduction in quality of fish habitat conditions through the effects of land and 

water resource development works”. While ecosystems are constantly changing in line with natural 

processes, anthropogenic influences can be more severe and immediate in their involved effects. 

For freshwater fish stocks those mainly include river regulation, channelization, impoundment or 

the eutrophication of certain water bodies. Furthermore river engineering for power generation or 

water management for irrigation or flood prevention leads to an increase in habitat change and 

alteration (MATOS ET AL. 2010, BROOKS 1988, WELCOMME 2001, DUDGEON ET AL. 2005). A 

consequential loss of riparian vegetation, vital instream structures like woody debris and spawning 

areas as well as a change in flow regime, hydraulic properties and geomorphological properties 

ensues (WATER AND RIVERS COMMISSION 2000, RAINE & GARDINER 1995). The term of “lost 

habitat features” seems to appropriately describe the issue at hand. Removing a certain feature of 

a habitat forces the indigenous fish species to adapt to the new conditions. However if too many 

features are lost or vital ones, leads to the disappearance of said species (HAWKINS ET AL. 1993). 

For instance damming or impoundment, interfere with the connectivity needed for many migratory 

species. The same applies for species with a strong migratory connectivity, if their single non-

breeding habitat faces degradation, leaving them with no alternative fallback area (TORNIAINEN 

2014). Other aspects like the removal of riparian vegetation induces indirect effects often conveyed 

later on. The riparian zone, being lands adjacent to streams entailing a wide variety of native plants 

and trees, serves as a buffer and ensures a healthy aquatic habitat (WARD 1998, WARD ET AL. 2001). 

Improvement in water quality, prevention of sedimentation, binding of pollutants along with a 

major source of energy and nutrients for the connected communities are only a few of the benefits 

a functioning riparian zone delivers (STEIGER J. ET AL. 1998, COOPER 1990). While the reasons for 

degradation are diverse, so are the measures to restore suitable habitat conditions in order to 

improve fish abundance and diversity in a long term fashion (ALLEN ET AL. 1989). However, 

including human dimensions and the value placed by humans on certain ecosystem services shifts 

the picture from sole restoration to holistic system management including multiple variables and 

drivers (PIKITCH ET AL. 2004, RISSER 1985). In other words: while “conservation” is generally an 

objective of local and regional fisheries management, the exact configuration of what is done 
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locally will depend on a complex set of values and agency embedded in a locally varying 

governance structure. 

 

1.3 Angling clubs - Local managers with responsibility 

German angling club are the main leaseholders or owners of fishing rights. Tied to those rights is 

the duty to engage in local management of water bodies or parts of them (ARLINGHAUS 2004). 

Angling clubs have a wide variety of tools in order to manage their water bodies. An effective 

management ultimately conveys the goal to either preserve or enhance the structural as well as the 

functional properties of the given water body (HOLMLUND & HAMMER 1999, ALLAN ET AL. 2005). 

In the case of an angling club there are additional aims of providing satisfactory fishing experiences 

to club members fishing in the club waters. Though each club might vary in size, capabilities or 

even values of the decision maker or the club as an organization in general, the general management 

strategy tries to deliver constant benefits to the stakeholders and to restore degraded states as much 

as possible (WELCOMME 2001). No matter the background most angling clubs either apply 

stocking, input and output regulations, habitat improvement or a mix of all of them to ensure the 

sustainability of their stocks (COWX 2000). These principles show the three levels of management 

in inland fisheries, being people, habitat and stock management. Generally input and output 

regulations manage people while habitat enhancement and stocking directly target the environment 

or the fish stocks (enhancing, introduction, removal of species) directly (ARLINGHAUS ET AL. 2004).  

Stocking in the case of angling clubs mostly serves the purpose of either maintaining stock size 

due to high fishing pressure, to increase catch rates or in the case of non-naturally recruiting stocks 

or to introduce desired species previously not present in the region or water body (LORENZEN ET 

AL 2012, ARLINGHAUS ET AL. 2015). Approaches, guidelines and impacts on stocking are diverse 

but will not be covered in detail (Baer et al 2007, Arlinghaus et al. 2015). Input and output measures 

manage anglers directly, ranging from protected seasons over bag limits to size-based harvest limits 

(FAO 2012). Habitat improvement approaches the goal of enhancing the fish stocks from a 

different angle compared to stocking by altering the carrying capacity or by fostering natural 

recruitment. This includes strategies like mitigation, compensation and protection which aim to 

minimize negative effects, compensate eventual losses and avoid or prevent future habitat 

degradation. While being long-term solutions and desirable from an environmental perspective, 

habitat enhancement being more often than not highly situational, entail scale-issues, cost-
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effectiveness imbalance, and legal restrictions. Furthermore due to poor monitoring and an utter 

lack of knowledge concerning implementation often leads to less than desirable results (POST ET 

AL. 2002). Nonetheless all three management sectors have their obstacles and limits and link in 

their utilization to the given objective of the fishery (WELCOMME 2001). Which strategy to choose 

is up to the responsible stakeholders. In the case of recreational fisheries various schematics and 

comprehensive guidelines exist, covering harvest regulations. (KING 1995, ARLINGHAUS ET AL. 

2002, ARLINGHAUS ET AL. 2015, GWINN ET AL. 2015). The scope of those measures is set by a 

certain rights regime and embedded in a legislatively formed environmental framework 

(WELCOMME 2001 & 1998, COOKE ET AL. 2005), which in Germany is provided at state levels That 

said, management measures and plans are not only influenced by club type and rights regime but 

also by stakeholder interaction, environmental state of stocks and water body and experience. 

Stakeholder interaction especially in bigger running waters, is often linked to the rights regime and 

can go both ways. A fish population might be influenced by impacts beyond the control of the local 

fishing club (ARLINGHAUS ET AL. 2002), e.g. by a newly constructed dam, preventing up and 

downstream migration. In the same manner, even with sufficient funds and capacities an angling 

club simply can’t implement large scale restoration measures without including potential 

stakeholders.  State of water body and experience however differ tremendously, due to perceived 

and actual states and effects. As for the state of a water body field tests and guidelines by the WFD 

exist but once again desires (catch rate, size and opportunity for harvest) (ARLINGHAUS ET AL. 

2015) often lead to different perceptions and management strategies by local angling clubs. 

Experience and the use of information poses another issue since data is often poor and insufficiently 

recorded. Sometimes a whole system is simply run by best guess estimates and tradition 

(ARLINGHAUS & KRAUSE 2013), another indication for the wider use of adaptive approaches due 

to uncertainty to increase monitoring and data collection (WALTERS 1986). These issues and 

general practices raise the matter of this paper, to deepen and identify the way angling clubs manage 

their fisheries and how they are influenced in doing so by internal and external factors. 
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1.4 Objectives and hypotheses  

Angling clubs can engage in a range of management approaches, and several external and internal 

variables can play a role in decision-making. The objective of my work is to understand the 

variation in prototypical use of certain management measures and to explain their use. I developed 

six expectations. First, from a psychological perspective, I predict there is a significant relationship 

between the choice and implementation of management measures and the stakeholder’s attitude 

towards them. This hypothesis stems from the general theory of planned behavior by Ajzen 1985 

and integrates the influence of value, including experience, cognitive biases and personal relevance 

of the decision maker into decision making (JULLISSON ET AL. 2005).  Second, from an economic 

perspective I expected significant difference between the monetary situation of different angling 

clubs and the readiness to initiate costly projects (JULLISSON ET AL. 2005). Hypothesis number three 

relates to structural conditions and governance by implying a significant relationship between the 

present property rights regime and the chosen management strategies. This expectation originates 

from the initially mentioned variation in types of held rights limiting or enhancing the possibilities 

of angling clubs of engaging in the choice of certain management directions (WELCOMME 2001).  

A forth hypothesis considers the social context of clubs in which an individual decision-maker is 

embedded. It formulates a significant relationship between angler satisfaction and angler norms 

and the actions to be taken. An overall happy community of anglers, utility wise, might be more 

reluctant to changes whereas discontent always calls for mostly immediate, short term measures 

(GOLDSTEIN & WEBER 1995).  Fifth, from a decision-making procedural perspective I expected a 

relationship between the management plans actualized by the board and the influence individual 

club members have in this process. Having a rather flat hierarchy creates the base for a high impact 

potential of club members towards the decision making process, showing one of the double-ended 

aspects of this management structure (PRICE 2007). This „bottom up “variable is often found on a 

local scale allowing for more flexibility while raising uncertainty and a unified management system 

(ARLINGHAUS 2004, PENNINGTON 2003). The final sixth hypotheses is an epitome of the legislative 

and environmental framework present in Germany, requiring certain regulations unattached of club 

characteristics.  Overall these hypotheses contain the different aspects of this projects purpose 

while later on allowing for a combined evaluation. 
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Chapter 2 - Material and Methods 

This chapter introduces the chosen tools and means to analyze raw data of several hundred German 

angling clubs surveyed by members of the Besatzfisch project at IGB (www.besatz-fisch.de). The 

data were kindly provided to the author of the present study for analysis.  

2.1 Context and research aim of Project Besatzfisch 

The questionnaire was created as part of Project Besatzfisch, featuring many innovations compared 

to other studies. Most important for this project is the object of Project Besatzfisch to create the 

first Germany wide representative survey of social and economic foundations, as well as the extent 

of fish stocking in organized angling clubs (PAGEL & ARLINGHAUS 2015). 

2.2 Survey Methods 

The provided survey was conducted in 2011 by Project Besatzfisch in cooperation with USUMA, 

an independent institute for market and social research from Berlin. All material used in the survey 

was specifically developed by the members of Project Besatzfisch. All data was retroactively 

recorded for 2010. Basis for the sample pool was an adjusted sample of a nationwide gross-sample 

of 6488 collected angling club addresses. Those numbers represent the majority of the total of 8584 

unionized German angling clubs, being either in the DAV or VDSF. To choose clubs receiving the 

detailed questionnaire, short phone interviews were conducted. During that process 1993 randomly 

chosen clubs met the criteria for participation, mainly being that clubs either perform their own 

management of club water bodies or being able to provide sufficient information regarding the 

topic. The qualified clubs received a 20 page questionnaire. Questions were answered in written 

form either by the club warden or the head board member if desired. A high response rate was 

achieved of 61,4% (N=1222 clubs), making it an almost representative survey. To ensure the 

representative nature of the data, a non-response-questioning was done via phone for 300 clubs that 

received the questionnaire but didn’t send it back. No relevant differences in answers were 

observed during the interviews compared to the filled in surveys (PAGEL & ARLINGHAUS 2015). 

2.3 Questionnaire  

The 20 page questionnaire created by project Besatzfisch, is comprised out of 57 questions, 

covering different aspects like information about the angling club, management tools used, 

http://www.besatz-fisch.de/
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investments in fish stocking measures, condition of main club water body, future plans for fish 

stocking and personal opinions on fish management, stocking and angler personality. Most 

questions are either open-ended questions, where the respondents had to supply their own answers 

like e.g. for member numbers or water body area managed or rating scale questions, assessing 

issues on a given dimension. A special rating type, used in the questionnaire is the Likert-type 

scale, excelling at measuring overall sentiment around a particular topic, especially opinions and 

experiences. Respondents indicate their attitude by checking different statements, ranging from 

strongly agree, agree over neutral to disagree and strongly disagree. Those responses get a numeric 

value assigned. Summing all numbers given to each item yields the individuals attitude towards 

the presented topic (ARY & ASHGAR 2009). Another scale type of question used were semantic 

differential scales, where each end of the scale stands for an opposing statement. This gives the 

respondent the choice to indicate with which statement they most agree, making a mark along the 

scale. The Besatzfisch survey utilized the recommended seven point scale. It is suitable to assess 

intuitive or conceptual responses regarding a topic. Finally there were also a few dichotomous 

questions, in this case being Yes or No questions (BRACE 2005). Overall the tailoring by the 

Besatzfisch team to create the best possible questions for each assessed topic has created the very 

comprehensive and kindly provided data set used in this project.  
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2.4 Analysis steps 

Figure 1 shows the procedural steps to analyze the study questions and yield results. 

 

Figure 1. Diagrammatic overview of chain of thoughts and intended outcome of the project. 

 

The raw data characterized management procedures, attitudes, beliefs and opinions of German 

angling clubs compiled from the described angling club survey created by members of the project 

Besatzfisch. The original survey was intended to outline relevance of German angling clubs for the 

management and maintenance of water bodies. As mentioned above, the survey aiming at 

elucidating a comprehensive picture about how the angling clubs governed and used their fisheries. 

The raw data was investigated to isolate questions of particular relevance to this study. First, 

general information about the structure and demography of the decision-makers was analyzed to 

create a thorough structural and descriptive image of German angling clubs subsequently, questions 

were isolated to allow a typology of prototypical approaches to fisheries management shown by 

German angling clubs. The final set of questions merged the typology with basic values, rights, 

structural traits and overall conditions of the club and its water. This final step was meant to ex 

post describe the various typologies in fisheries management. Following the three different aspects, 

sample selection was also divided into three separate steps. Descriptive information about clubs 

was obtained through questions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 44. To create distinguishable from the pool of 

angling clubs according to their management behavior, question 10 was utilized, covering the most 
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frequently used management tools. To compare this Typology with appropriate aspects, questions 

2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 15, 16, 18, 21, 24, 30, 32, 41, 42, 43 and 44 were utilized and later on further 

subdivided into broader functional groups like or “Basic club characteristic and governance 

structure” or “Environmental values”. A detailed in depth description and visualization of each step 

and question follows in the designated chapter.  

2.5 Analytical process 

The data were analyzed using Spss. For the descriptive part, results were generated by calculating 

means and variances for the entire sample of angling clubs for the selected variables. This reached 

the intended goal of describing average club traits on the basis of the weighted data set. Answering 

options ranged from numerical values, e.g. number of club members to ordinal scales (e.g., 

agreement to disagreement on selected statements, also known as items). The descriptive 

information about German angling clubs provided a basic understanding and entry point into club 

structures and states.  In order to create a management typology which was of key intellectual 

interest in this project, cluster analyses were done, using Ward’s Method, being especially suitable 

for the incorporated quantitative survey data. This method minimizes variance within each cluster 

by merging two clusters with a minimum variance between them. This variance is called the error 

sum of squares (ABU-JAMOUS AND NANDI 2015). The clustering approach excels at using a specific 

decision criteria, in this instance the management methods used by the different clubs, to choose 

the best possible cluster number (HEEP-ALTINER AND KLEMMSTEIN 2001). Applied to question 10, 

it yielded a representative grouping according to the management methods used and the extent of 

using them across club waters. 
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Figure 2. Answering categories for question 10, used as basis for angler club typology basis. 

 

Categories ranged from using a specific management method in none, some, many or all water 

bodies of the questioned club. For the ex post comparison of variables across clusters, variance 

analysis (one way ANOVA) was used to compare the average answer pattern among the clusters.  

Most of the data was compiled by five-point answer scales (e.g., attitudes to stocking), allowing 

for comparisons assuming a metric scales when it was in effect ordinal. Assuming metric scale for 

ordinal data is common in psychology. Appropriate post-hoc tests. Chi square, Dunnett t3 and 

Tukey, were used according to the individual p-values.  
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Figure 3. Analytical approach and processes. 
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Chapter 3 Descriptive statistics 

 

3.1 A “typical” German angling club 

Running a series of descriptive statistical tests before tackling the main issue has the advantage of 

creating a detailed picture of traits and characteristics. This descriptive part essentially provides 

information which set the ensuing typology and evaluation against an appropriate backdrop, 

allowing an analysis in the right context. The context being the “interrelated conditions in which 

something exists or occurs” further correlate to the concept of generalizability, determining its 

expected value (ROSENTHAL 2012). In the case of this project, creating a picture of a typical 

surveyed angling club with its demography, frameworks and overall extent might already shine 

light on some issues and limitations becoming apparent later on through the grouping process. 

Questions 1, 2 and 4, containing demography information, were analyzed under this aspect using 

means in order to find general statements about angling clubs and their members. 

Table 1. (Questions 1, 2 & 4) Descriptive traits of German angling clubs 

 

 

N 

 

Min 

 

Max 

 

Mean 

 

s.d. 

 

Year of foundation 

 

1183 

 

1500 

 

2009 

 

1964 

 

27,4 

 

Total number of 

club members 

 

1207 5 5000 154,6 274,9 

Number of 

members of club's 

management board: 

(incl. fisheries 

managers) 

 

1214 1 103 8,1 4,9 

Fisheries managers 

 

1208 0 23 2,0 2,1 

Children and 

adolescents under 

18 years 

 

1203 0 450 15,1 27,4 

In 2013 actively 

angling club 

members 

 

1188 2 3000 103,0 205,3 

Average age of 

board members 

 

1194 25 70 49,5 6,9 
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As one can see, most clubs are at least 50 to 60 years old, giving them a fair amount of time to 

establish traditions and firm management structures. The average club has around 154 members, 

from which roughly two thirds were active in 2013. 10% of the members are children and 

adolescents under 18 years old. Management boards are comprised out of 8 board members, 

including fisheries managers, having an average age of 49 to 50 years. 

Graph 1. (Question 3) How much, if at all, did the number of club members 

change throughout the last five years?
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Recreational fishing activity, plays an important role for many Germans and ranks according to 

ARLINGHAUS 2004 “among the most popular outdoor leisure activities in Germany”.  The 

organization in clubs has undergone many changes throughout the years with participation varying. 

The main influential factor besides geographic and socioeconomic situation seems to be 

urbanization which suggests a decreasing participation for recreational fishing in the future 
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(ARLINGHAUS 2006). In the course of demographic change, survey results show a so far stagnating 

development of club memberships in the years 2008 to 2013, with a slight tendency to new 

members joining a club.  

 

While moving away from club demography and structure, another pillar of understanding 

management and decision making processes on a club level is set by the rights regime in which 

club waters are embedded. 37 percent of Germany’s surface waters are officially labeled as heavily 

modified and another 15 percent as artificial. Reasons for classifying these waters bodies as heavily 

modified include besides land drainage, urban use, agriculture and many others, also recreational 

use which angling is a part of (WFD 2010). As for the water bodies managed by angling clubs three 

constellations dominate the interplay between rights regime and water body type covered by 

question 5 of the Besatzfisch survey. 51,1% of the clubs surveyed hold exclusive fishing rights to 

one or more artificial still waters. 42,5% have exclusive fishing rights to natural running waters 

and 24,6% of all clubs for natural still waters. Water body type and associated rights also pose a 

potential indicator for management practices and desired actions which will be later discussed in 

regards to the intended Typology.  

Table 2.  (Question 5) Proportion of right regimes in German angling clubs (having one or more water 

bodies in the related regime and water body type) and mean managed area. 

 Exclusive 

fishing rights 

Shared fishing 

rights 

Management 

contract 

Only angling 

right 

 

Natural still waters 

 

N=1219 

 

N=1219 

 

N=1220 

 

N=1220 

Proportion 24,6% 5,4% 8,1% 4,9% 

Mean area ha/ club 4,3±29,3 

 

11,9±237,1 

 

1,2±11,4 

 

10,4±181,6 

 

Artificial still waters N=1220 N=1219 N=1218 N=1218 

Proportion 51,1% 6,6% 5,9% 4,9% 

Mean area ha/ club 12,2±125,6 

 

2,8±21,3 

 

2,1±26,7 

 

5,3±84,6 

 

Natural running waters N=1220 N=1219 N=1220 N=1219 

Proportion 42,5% 10% 5,2% 8,6% 

Mean area ha/ club 7,8±34,5 

 

6,4±51,8 

 

1±9,3 

 

6,5±111,5 

 

Artificial running waters N=1220 N=1220 N=1220 N=1220 

Proportion  6,4% 2% 1% 2,3% 

Mean area ha/ club 1,2±14 

 

2,5±45,4 

 

0,2±4,6 

 

1,9±32,1 
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While exclusive fishing rights dominate the proportionate evaluation of the questioned angling 

clubs, calculating the associated mean area in ha, shows divergent results. Besides the artificial still 

waters with exclusive fishing rights with an average area of 12,2 ha per club, natural still waters 

with 11,9ha/ club and shared fishing rights and natural still waters covering 10,4 ha/club with only 

angling rights visualize the difference between predominant proportion of rights regime and water 

body type compared to area encompassed by it.  

Analyzing question number 44 provides information about a personal judgement, by angling club 

board members, on different club conditions. From the 1222 questioned clubs, the majority (84,5%) 

see their club’s water bodies in relation to water and habitat quality in a rather good or very good 

condition. Only 7,6% judge their water bodies being in a poor state. Similar results are shown for 

the condition of the club’s fish stocks, where 76,4% of the interviewed board members attribute 

rather good or very good conditions to their stocks. Only a minority acknowledge poor conditions 

(9,5%) of the stocks managed.  

Table 3. (Question 44) Overall personal judgement of condition of the club. 

 Very 

poor 

Rather 

poor 

Neither 

nor 

Rather 

good 

Very 

good 

No 

result 

N (1222) 

 

      

State of the club's water bodies in 

relation to water and habitat 

quality 

 

0,3 7,3 6,5 65,1 19,4 1,4 

Condition of the club's fish stocks 

 

0,7 8,8 12,2 63,8 12,6 2,0 

Club's financial situation 

 

0,5 11,1 19,4 51,9 15,1 2,0 

Social climate and acceptance in 

the club 

 

0,1 2,1 7,1 66,0 23,2 1,6 

Satisfaction of diverging 

requirements of different angler 

groups 

 

0,1 3,8 22,7 63,4 8,1 1,9 

Relationships with governmental 

fisheries administration, 

associations and other 

organizations 

1,6 8,6 12,3 51,6 24,5 1,4 
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Personal views on the club’s financial situation change a bit, since 19,4% judge it as neither good 

nor poor, though the majority (67%) still see the club’s financial situation as satisfactory. The 

clearest results are yielded in the category of social climate and acceptance on a club level. 89,2% 

see no problems in the togetherness and interaction of members. The same positive attitude exists 

towards the meeting the different satisfactory requirements (71,5%) of various angler types and 

maintain a good relationship towards governmental administrations (76,1%). Summing up the 

results it is safe to say that the majority of surveyed board members, managing an angling club, 

judge the current social climate, general framework as well as environmental conditions as being 

adequate.  

Taking a closer look shows mostly rather good or very good financial situation, highlights the 

individual allocation of the monetary funds of the average angling club. The mean new income in 

2013, comprised out of for instance membership fees, accounts for 11299,2€ per club. Combined 

with another average of 11156,5€ of reserves from the time before 2013 amounts to the clubs 

average financial backbone. Focusing on a per member perspective, the average club earned 77,7€ 

per member in 2013. From that amount 35% (27,6€/ member) were spent on water body lease and 

41% (32,4€/ member) on stocking measures, making those to aspects the most expensive positions 

money was spent on. Environmental activities like shoreline maintenance and expenditures on 

habitat improvement only received 9% (7€/ member) and 4% (3,7€/ member). 
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Table 4. (Question7) Club income and expenditures. 

       
 n Mean 

(€)/club 

s.d. n Mean (€)/ 

member 

s.d. 

 
Reserves from the time 

before 2010 

 

 

903 

 

11156,5 

 

19266,6 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

New income in 2010 (e.g., 

from membership fees) 

 

949 11299,2 21930,6 941 77,7 85,0 

Expenditure on water body 

lease 

 

942 4034,0 8726,1 934 27,6 35,3 

Expenditure on fish stocking 

measures 

 

981 4149,6 6684,6 972 32,4 40,1 

 Expenditure on 

environmental activities 

(e.g., maintenance of shorelines and 

angling spots) 

 

1045 905,1 3151,6 1038 7,0 24,9 

Expenditure on habitat 

improvement (e.g., renaturation 

of water bodies or supply of 

spawning grounds) 

1038 554,4 2028,1 1037 3,7 12,1 

       

 

Summarizing the main statements of this descriptive part should most certainly emphasize three 

main observations yielding from the analyzed data set. First of all most German angling clubs hold 

at least one water body with exclusive fishing rights, while the biggest area of those is comprised 

out of artificial still waters. Adding to that the largest area per club encompassed by a certain rights 

regime is spread over several rights regime and water body type constellations, not being confined 

to a single predominant category. The second observation states the overly positive view on club 

conditions by the board members throughout all covered aspects. Finally it should be noted that 

the bulk income of the average angling club surveyed is spent on lease and stocking while 

environmental aspects receive a lot less attention monetary wise.  
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Chapter 4 – Results 

 

4.1 Angler club typology (clustering) according to means of management 

The Ward cluster analysis revealed five angling club types varying in relation to the utilization of 

various management tools in their waters (Table 5). Clubs belonging to cluster 1 did not excel in 

any particular management tool and were thus labeled Laissez faire clubs.  Cluster number 2 was 

characterized by engaging a lot in the use of input and output controls. Those mainly included an 

increase in the minimum-size limits (97.9% of all clubs) over statutory standards, use of daily bag 

limits (87.1%) and closed and protected seasons (56.6%). In addition, yearly bag limits and effort 

limitations were used by about half of the clubs in cluster 2 (47.1%), which were labeled Holistic 

control clubs. However, this description should not suggest that Holistic control clubs only engaged 

in harvest regulations; in fact they widely practiced stocking (91.4%) and habitat improvements 

(10 to 30%).  Clubs in cluster 3 behaved in a similar fashion with the difference of using less harvest 

controls while focusing on daily and yearly bag limits (97.5% & 54.3%) in addition to stocking 

(84.6%). Effort limitations were only partially used (10 to 47%), which is why the clubs were 

labeled Output control clubs. Clubs in Cluster 4 implemented all management tools and did so an 

intensive way (majority >70%), justifying a do it all club description. Lastly, Cluster 5 contained 

clubs using daily bag limits (85.6%) besides stocking (88%) and otherwise focusing on habitat 

improvement by various means like provision of shelter (74.4%) or creation of spawning and 

protected areas and habitats (>90%). Therefore, these clubs were described as Habitat clubs in the 

results table 5.   

Table 5. Results of Ward clustering of angling clubs (n = 1018) in relation to the use of various management 

tools. The percentages refer to whether a club uses a method a least in some of their water bodies. 

   

Laissez 

Faire 

 n=181 

Holistic 

Control 

n=293 

Output 

Control 

n=280 

Do it all       

 

n=139 

Habitat 

 

n=125 

Litter removal and riparian care 71.8% 92.8% 97.1% 97.6% 87.5% 

Yearly bag limits  9.4% 47.1% 54.3% 91.4% 69.6% 

Daily bag limits  3.3% 87.1% 97.5% 92.3% 85.6% 

Limiting of angling licenses  14.4% 48.1% 47.8% 86.4% 52.8% 

Limiting of fishing sites  10.5% 12.0% 15.7% 79.8% 31.2% 

Fish stocking   60.2% 91.4% 84.6% 95.7% 88.0% 

Increase of minimum-size limits 14.4% 97.9% 1.1% 91.4% 12.0% 

(over statutory standards)      

Implementation of closed season  5.5% 56.6% 9.6% 82.7% 15.2% 

(over statutory standards)      
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Creation of spawning and protected areas 11.1% 32.5% 10.7% 90.0% 93.6% 

Creation of spawning habitats 5.0% 13.7% 2.2% 74.1% 92.0% 

Provision of shelter   5.6% 10.6% 5.0% 68.3% 74.4% 

Large scale renaturation projects  2.8% 9.6% 2.9% 47.4% 26.4% 

 

 

4.2 Basic club characteristics and governance structure 

Clubs differed significantly in the total average number of club members (M ± S.D. 96±92 to 

210±346, p < .001), number of the management board members and fisheries managers as well as 

the amount of actively angling club members (Table 6). Similar structures were shown in the 

average number of management board members (M = 8) and their average age (48 to 49 years). 

The results table (Table 6) showed that Habitat clubs, on average, had an overall lower number of 

members (96) and of members actively participating (M = 55%) compared to the other groups 

where member numbers (130 to 210), and active members (>65%), were always higher in 2010 

(Table 6). The largest clubs in terms of membership were the Laissez faire ones (205±453) and the 

Holistic control clubs (210±346). The latter revealed a significantly (p = .005) higher number of 

fisheries managers, on average, (2.4±2.7) compared to the other club types (1.8±1 to 2.1±1.5). 

Though differing in the number of members under 18 years (8.7±9.1 to 21.1±37.2) the average 

percentage of them related to the total average member number did not differ (9-10%). 

Table 6. Comparison of basic characteristics of five angling clubs types in the year 2010. Items with 

different letters differ significantly from each other. P-value refers to the overall model significance.  

 Laissez faire 

clubs 

Holistic 

control clubs 

Output 

control clubs 

Do it all clubs Habitat 

clubs 

    

 n=181 n=293 n=280 n=139 n=125 F  d.f. P-value 
Total club 

members (#) 

 

205±453ab 210±346b 130±163ac 141±165abc 96±92c 5.6  1003 <0.001 

# in management 

board 

 

8.5±8.5 

 

8.8±4.4 

 

7.9±4.4 

 

8.2±3.3 

 

7.7±3 

 

1.8 

 

 1011 

 

0.122 

# of fisheries 

managers 

 

1.9±2.6ab 

 

2.4±2.7b 

 

1.8±1.8a 

 

2.1±1.5ab 

 

1.8±1a 

 

3.7 

 

 1005 

 

0.005 

# < 18 years  

 
19.7±37.3ab 21.1±37.2b 13.3±21.7a 

 

15.8±20.2ab 8.7±9.1 

 

5.4 

 

 999 

 

<0.001 

# actively 

angling in 2010 

 

138±313ab 

 

145±282b 

 

89±131a 

 

92±144ab 

 

54±47c 

 

5.3 

 

 988 

 

<0.001 

 

Average age of 

board members 
49.9±7.8 

 
48.9±6.4 

 
49.5±6.7 

 
48.9±6.8 

 
48.7±6.6 

 
0.9 

 
 996 

 
 0.448               
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Looking at the finances and how money was spent in 2010 revealed large variation on average 

among and within the five club types (Table 7). While not showing significant differences in their 

total budget, expenditure per ha on water body lease (226 to 454 €/ha), fish stocking (369 to 795 

€/ha) and habitat improvement (32 to 363 €/ha), clubs differed according to their income per ha 

(873 to 1475 €/ha), as well as the amount of money spent on environmental activities (88 to 239 

€/ha).  Because clubs varied a lot in available budgets among any given club type as seen in Table 

7, averages were rarely significantly different between club types (at p < .05), but there were some 

noteworthy trends and several very low p values. On average, Output control clubs enjoyed the 

highest budget per ha (4123±2904 €/ha), followed by Habitat clubs (3383±8216 €/ha). Regarding 

leases for waters, Do it all and Habitat clubs paid the most per ha (454±1315 €/ha, 343±582 €/ha), 

followed by Holistic control clubs (286±461 €/ha). Output control clubs spent by far the most on 

fish stocking measures (795±4316 €/ha), followed by Habitat clubs and Do it all clubs (609±1244/ha, 

697±1101 €/ha) whereas Holistic control and Laissez faire allocated roughly only half of that amount 

into both measures. Do it all, Habitat clubs and Output control clubs also spent a considerable 

amount on environmental activities (>130 €/ha), but Habitat clubs exceeded all other types by far 

(239±830 €/ha). Lastly money invested in habitat improvement was fairly low on a money spent per 

ha scale (M = 50 €/ha), with only do it all clubs standing out (>360 €/ha). Overall Habitat, Do it all 

and Output control clubs showed the most stable financial situation. Do it all and Habitat clubs, on 

average, invested heavily in stocking and habitat measures, though do it all focused more on habitat 

improvement and Habitat clubs more on environmental activities. Output control clubs invested 

mostly in stocking. Clubs from the Holistic control and Laissez faire type overall spent less money 

on all items compared to the others and did not excel in anything. 
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Table 7. Comparison of monetary funds and their allocation among five angling club types in the year 2010. 

Items with different letters differ significantly from each other. P-value refers to the overall model 

significance.  

 Laissez faire 

clubs 

Holistic control 

clubs 

Output control 

clubs 

Do it all  

clubs 

Habitat  

clubs 

   

 n=181 n=293 n=280 n=139 n=125 F d.f. P-value 
Total average 

budget in 2010 in 

€/ha 

(including savings 

from before 2010)  

 

1658±4091 1105±1960 4123±2904 2504±5634 3383±8216 1.1 721 0.346 

Income in 2010 in 

€/ha (mainly 

through member 

fees) 

 

1019±2661 873±1206 1235±2574 1475±2454 1166±2299 2.3 

 

756 

 

0.050 

Expenditure on 

water body lease 

€/ha 

 

226±639 

 

 

286±461 

 

245±387 

 

454±1315 

 

343±582 

 

2.2 

 

758 

 

0.066 

Expenditure on 

fish stocking €/ha 

 

390±1326 369±719 795±4316 

 

609±1244 697±1101 

 

1.1 

 

777 

 

0.335 

Expenditure on 

environmental 

activities €/ha 

 

94±309 

 

88±252 

 

131±498 

 

149±278 

 

239±830 2.3 

 

847 

 

0.050 

 

Expenditure on 

habitat 

improvement €/ha 

32.8±187.1 

 
35.2±97.4 

 
 

60.2±362 

 
363.4±3190.8 

 
82.6±221.9 

 
1.7 

 
865 

 
0.131             

 

 

4.3 Fishing property rights 

The angling clubs differed significantly (p < .001) in the total area managed and in the percentage 

of water bodies managed with different property rights, being exclusive fishing rights (54 to 84%), 

management contract (3 to 14%) or only angling rights (6 to 17%) (Table 8). No differences were 

observed for the proportion of water bodies managed with shared fishing rights across the club 

types (5 to 12%). Do it all clubs and Holistic control clubs had the most water bodies with exclusive 

fishing rights attributed to them (>75%). 84% of all water bodies for the Do it all clubs were 

managed under exclusive rights regime. These two were followed by the Habitat (M = 73%) and 

Output control clubs (M = 65%) and lastly the Laissez faire types, only possessing exclusive fishing 

rights for 54% of their water bodies. The distribution of shared fishing rights among clubs waters 

was equally spread and did not differ significantly between the club types. However the p value 

was rather low (p = .058) as seen in Table 8, suggesting trends that Laissez faire types and Output 
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control cubs had the highest amount of water bodies with shared fishing rights (>10%) compared 

to the others (<8%). Water bodies having a management contract linked to them were found 

predominantly in Laissez faire club types and Output control clubs (both 14%),  while the other 

three club types had less than 10% of their water bodies linked to a management contract. Lastly 

the Laissez faire clubs managed the most water bodies with only angling rights (17%). All other 

clubs ranged below 10% in this rights regime. Overall, Do it all clubs, Holistic control clubs and 

Habitat clubs predominantly managed their associated club waters by having exclusive fishing 

rights for them. Output control clubs had a higher number of shared fishing rights and management 

contract waters in their management vicinity next to exclusive fishing rights. Laissez faire clubs 

fielded a mix of all four rights regimes while half were still managed by exclusive fishing rights 

(Table 8). 

Table 8. Different rights distribution across angling clubs. Items with different letters differ significantly 

from each other. P-value refers to the overall model significance.  Results are Proportions of the total number 

of water bodies managed per club type. 

 Laissez 

faire clubs 

Holistic 

control clubs 

Output 

control clubs 

Do it all 

clubs 

Habitat 

clubs 

   

 n=181 n=293 n=280 n=139 n=125 F d.f. P-value 
Exclusive fishing 

rights 

 

0.54±0.44ac 0.78±0.34b 0.65±0.43ac 

 

0.84±0.27b 

 

0.73±0.37bc 

 

 

16 997 <0.001 

Shared fishing 

rights 

 

0.12±0.27 

 

0.08±0.21 

 

0.11±0.27 

 

0.05±0.15 

 

0.08±0.23 

 

2.2 998 0.058 

Management 

contract 

 

0.14±0.32a 

 

0.05±0.17ab 

 

0.14±0.32ab 

 

0.03±0.12b 

 

0.08±0.22ab 

 

8.4 998 <0.001 

Only angling right 

 
0.17±0.35a 

 

0.07±0.23b 

 

0.07±0.23a 

 

0.06±0.20b 0.09±0.24ab 5.5 997 <0.001 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

Responses by angling clubs showed that in general across all five club types preparation of 

management plans or stocking plans as part of the administrative process and explicit approval by 

agencies was rarely required (Table 9). On average, answers here ranged between “none” and 

“some” concerning the number of water bodies requiring said approval. Nevertheless, Do it all and 

Holistic control cubs needed to prepare more management plans including stocking details, 

requiring approval by fisheries administrations than the other three club types. Though having little 

influence on stocking plans (1.1 to 1.4) as seen in Table 9, approval of stocking plans by nature 

conservation agencies was required more often for Holistic control clubs and once again Do it all 
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clubs. The same applied for mandatory stocking linked to the issued lease contracts. Holistic 

control cubs and Do it all clubs were required to do so in “some” of their water bodies whereas the 

others were not required to do so at all.  Overall having slightly stricter requirements were the 

Holistic control clubs and the Do it all clubs, posing the upper margin of the answering range, while 

Laissez faire clubs showed the lowest degree of external control.  

Table 9. Preparatory obligations mandatory prior to stocking or related to stocking measures Items with 

different letters differ significantly from each other. P-value refers to the overall model significance. Item 

was measured on the scale: 1 – in none of the water bodies, 2 – in some of the water bodies, 3 – in many 

water bodies, 4 – in all water bodies. 

 Laissez 

faire clubs 

Holistic 

control clubs 

Output 

control clubs 

Do it all 

clubs 

Habitat 

clubs 

   

 n=181 n=293 n=280 n=139 n=125 F d.f. P-value 
Preparation of 

management plans  

including stocking 

details which need 

to be  approved by 

the relevant fisheries  

administration 

 

1.5±0.9a 1.8±1.2b 1.6±1.1ab 

 

1.9±1.3b 

 

1.6±1.1ab 

 

 

4.5 959 0.001 

Preparation of 

stocking plans 

which need  

to be approved by 

fisheries 

stakeholders  

(e.g.. angling 

associations) 

 

1.4±0.8ab 

 

1.5±1ab 

 

1.6±1.1a 

 

1.5±1ab 

 

1.3±0.8b 

 

2.6 955 0.033 

Preparation of 

stocking plans 

which need to be 

approved by nature 

conservation 

agencies (e.g.. 

nature conservation  

authority) 

 

1.1±0.4a 

 

1.3±0.7ab 

 

1.2±0.6a 

 

1.4±0.9b 

 

1.1±0.6ab 

 

3.5 949 0.007 

Mandatory stocking 

which is required by  

lease contracts or 

regulations of 

fishery associations / 

cooperatives 

1.5±0.9a 

 

2±1.1b 

 

1.7±1a 

 

2±1.3bc 1.7±1.1ac 7.6 960 <0.001 
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4.4 Environmental values 

Angling club types varied in relation to environmental values, but there were also homogenous 

viewpoints (Table 10). For example, all respondents of the different angling club types on average 

agreed that humans are obliged to protect fishes and aquatic ecosystems (4.6 to 4.8 = slightly agree 

with tendency to strongly agree) and that conserving aquatic ecosystems may be more important 

than providing fishing opportunities (3.3 to 3.6 = neither with tendency to slightly agree). Similarly, 

most clubs disagreed, on average, with the statement that the primary value of fish stocks is to 

provide people with recreation (2.7-3 = slightly disagree). Output control clubs most strongly 

disagreed with the idea that fish stocks should mainly be managed for human benefits (2.7 = 

slightly disagree). Similarly, Output control and Holistic control clubs significantly most strongly 

disagreed (p = .004) with the view that fish are primarily food for people. When balancing 

protection over the provision of fishing opportunities for anglers do it all clubs agreed most 

strongly, followed by Habitat clubs (4 to 4.1 = slightly agree).  Based on these results, one can 

tentatively conclude that output and Habitat control clubs were possibly most bio-centric of all 

angling clubs. 

Table 10. Personal view on the use of fish stocks and connected water bodies. Items with different letters 

differ significantly from each other. P-value refers to the overall model significance. Item was measured on 

the scale: 1 – strongly disagree, 2 – slightly disagree, 3 – neither, 4 – slightly agree, 5 – strongly agree 

 Laissez 

faire clubs 

Holistic 

control clubs 

Output 

control clubs 

Do it all 

clubs 

Habitat 

clubs 

   

 n=181 n=293 n=280 n=139 n=125 F d.f. P-value 
Fish stocks should 

primarily be 

managed for human 

benefit 

 

3±1.2ab 2.8±1.2ab 2.7±1.1b 2.9±1.1ab 3.1±1.2a 2.8 1012 0.025 

Humans are obliged 

to protect fishes and 

other parts of the 

water bodies 

 

4.7±0.6 4.7±0.5 4.7±0.4 4.8±0.5 4.6±0.5 1.6 1016 0.156 

Protecting water 

bodies is more  

important than 

providing anglers  

with unlimited 

fishing opportunities 

 

3.3±1.3 3.5±1.1 3.5±1.2 3.6±1.1 3.4±1.3 1.3 1013 0.250 

Fish are primarily 

valuable as food 

for people. 

 

2.8±1.2ab 2.7±1.1a 2.7±1.2a 2.9±1.2ab 3.1±1.3b 3.9 1014 0.004 
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The primary value 

of fish stocks is to 

provide recreation 

for people 

 

2.9±1.3 2.7±1.1 2.7±1.2 2.9±1.2 3±1.3 2.2 1012 0.059 

Protecting water 

bodies is more   

important than 

improving angling 

opportunities 

3.8±1a 3.7±0.9a 3.8±1a 4.1±0.8b 4±0.8ab 5.7 1014 <0.001 

 

4.5 Environmental beliefs and perceived impacts 

When it comes to personally judging the clubs condition, all clubs judged their financial situation 

as neutral to rather good, concluding a rather stable financial situation for all club types (Table 11). 

Similarly, the social climate and acceptance was perceived as rather good by all clubs. Other 

aspects like state of club waters, stocks, satisfaction of different members and the relationship to 

external administrations were also seen as generally favorable (“neither nor” to “rather good”), 

however revealing differences on an individual club type level. Do it all and Habitat clubs saw their 

water and habitat quality in a rather good state while the other three, with the Laissez faire clubs 

scoring the lowest, judged it as neither particularly good nor bad. Concerning the condition of the 

clubs fish stocks, only the Habitat clubs perceived them as rather good (>4) while the rest stayed 

neutral (<4). Social climate and acceptance in the clubs was rather good for all club types (>4). The 

assumable best atmosphere prevailed in do it all clubs (4.2). Do it all clubs saw the delivery of 

different services and the thereby met satisfaction of different angler groups as the closest fulfilled 

(3.9), followed by Holistic control clubs (3.8), tough results were non-significant (p = .04). The 

general opinion was a neutral one with a tendency to seeing it as "rather good" (3.6-3.9). As far as 

external relationships with governmental fisheries administrations, both Do it all and Habitat clubs 

judged them as rather good leaving the others with a neutral opinion (p = .005). So the overall 

condition of the club was perceived as the most positively by Habitat and Do it all clubs whereas 

Laissez faire clubs thought in a more neutral way of their own clubs and associated water bodies. 
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Table 11. Personal judgement of the clubs overall condition including fish stocks and social as well as 

environmental aspects. . Items with different letters differ significantly from each other. P-value refers to 

the overall model significance. Item was measured on the scale: 1 – very poor, 2 – rather poor, 3 – neither 

nor, 4 – rather good, 5 – very good. 

 Laissez 

faire clubs 

Holistic 

control clubs 

Output 

control clubs 

Do it all 

clubs 

Habitat 

clubs 

   

 n=181 n=293 n=280 n=139 n=125 F d.f. P-value 
State of the club's 

water bodies in 

relation to water and 

habitat quality 

 

3.8±0.7a 3.9±0.7ab 3.9±0.7ab 4.1±0.7b 4.1±0.6b 4.5 1012 0.001 

Condition of the 

club's fish stocks 

 

3.6±0.8a 3.8±0.7a 3.8±0.7a 3.9±0.8ab 4±0.6b 5 1007 <0.001 

Club's financial 

situation 

 

3.6±0.9 3.7±0.8 3.7±0.8 3.8±0.8 3.7±0.8 0.7 1009 0.536 

Social climate and 

acceptance in the 

club 

 

4±0.6a 4.1±0.6ab 4±0.6a 4.2±0.5b 4.1±0.6ab 3 1011 0.015 

Satisfaction of 

diverging 

requirements of 

different angler 

groups 

 

3.6±0.6a 3.8±0.6ab 3.7±0.6ab 3.9±0.6b 3.7±0.7ab 2.5 1011 0.040 

Relationships with 

governmental 

fisheries 

administration, 

associations and 

other organizations 

3.8±0.9a 3.9±0.9ab 3.8±0.9a 4.1±0.8b 4±0.9ab 3.7 1012 0.005 

 

As far as potential threats towards the managed fish stocks, clubs collectively ruled out angling as 

a potential source. They differed however assessing the risks from angling and sources unrelated 

to fisheries. Presented factors were on a scale of 1 to 5, where 5 presented the highest threat level 

(Table 12). The different club types did not see an issue with water management (2.3 to 2.7) as 

being a potential threat for their fish stocks, though Holistic control clubs had a tendency to a more 

neutral position compared to the rest (2.7), though non-significant (p = .038). Furthermore none of 

them saw a decline in the clubs fish stocks caused by angling for favored fish species (“does rather 

not apply”) or fishing in general (“does not apply at all”). Therefore none of the clubs saw a 

potential issue with having smaller fish on average compared to stocks that were not as intensively 

fished (“does rather not apply”). Agricultural activities and water engineering were seen as neutral 

concerning their threat level to fish stocks though holistic control and do it all clubs attributed them 
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the most importance (3.5 to 3.6). However most club types saw to some extent factors unrelated to 

angling as the prime endangerment for their fish stocks where once again Holistic control clubs 

and Do it all clubs agreed the most (>4), differing significantly from the others (p = .003). Only 

Habitat clubs expressed a different view (p = .003), they stated a neutral stance (<4) towards 

angling unrelated factors as prime endangerment for their fish stocks. Hence clubs belonging the 

Holistic control and the Do it all type seemed to see more non fishing impacts on their fish stocks 

whereas the own influential significance was seen as rather low to nonexistent by all clubs.  

Table 12. Personal view on potential threats for the managed fish stocks and related angling impact. Items 

with different letters differ significantly from each other. P-value refers to the overall model significance. 

Item was measured on the scale: 1 – does not apply at all, 2 – does rather not apply, 3 – neither nor, 4 – 

partially applies, 5 – fully applies. 

 Laissez 

faire clubs 

Holistic 

control clubs 

Output 

control clubs 

Do it all 

clubs 

Habitat 

clubs 

   

 n=181 n=293 n=280 n=139 n=125 F d.f. P-value 
Our fish stocks are 

threatened    

by the destruction of 

their habitats  

as a consequence of 

water management 

 

2.5±1.3ab 2.7±1.3a 2.4±1.3ab 2.4±1.2ab 2.3±1.3b 2.5 1013 0.038 

Angling is one of 

the causes for the  

decline in our fish 

stocks 

 

1.7±0.9 1.7±0.8 1.8±0.9 1.7±0.9 1.7±0.8 1 1015 0.398 

Factors unrelated to 

fisheries such as 

agriculture and 

water engineering 

have a very negative 

impact on naturally 

reproducing fish 

stocks in our water 

bodies 

 

3.3±1.3ab 3.5±1.3a 3.3±1.3ab 

 

3.6±1.2a 

 

3.1±1.3b 

 

3.3 1015 0.011 

Our fish stocks are 

primarily 

endangered by 

factors unrelated to 

angling 

 

4±1ac 

 

4.1±1cb 

 

4±1ac 

 

4.3±0.8b 

 

3.9±1.2c 

 

4 1015 0.003 

Angling for 

favoured fish 

species leads to a 

reduction of fish 

stocks in our waters 

 

2.3±1 

 

2.4±1.1 

 

2.4±1.1 

 

2.3±1.1 

 

2.3±1 

 

0.8 1015 0.525 
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In our water bodies, 

fish are smaller on  

average in those fish 

stocks that are 

heavily fished 

2.2±1 

 

2.3±1 

 

2.3±1 

 

2.2±1.1 

 

2.2±0.9 

 

0.2 1013 0.935 

 

4.6 Perceived  view of states of water body and linked management success 

The perceived view of the state of the main water body managed in regard to the main fish species 

managed yielded mostly neutral results (Table 13). Clubs didn’t judge the state according to 

different items as overly good or bad with some exceptions. When estimating the stock size of the 

main fish species managed in the main club water, do it all clubs (3.5) and Habitat clubs (3.4) saw 

their stock numbers as the highest. Laissez faire clubs judged their stock sizes as the smallest (3.1). 

Same applied for the availability of shelter in the main club water, do it all clubs and habitat clubs 

judged shelters available for fish the highest. Habitat clubs also scored the highest (3.5) for 

availability of spawning opportunities and correlated to that the number of spawning fish (3.3). 

They surpassed the other clubs significantly on those two aspects (p = .002 & .003) Laissez faire 

clubs and Output control clubs even perceived their number of spawning fish as rather low (<3) 

compared to the rest. The amount of food readily available for the mainly managed species in the 

main club water was seen positively by Habitat and Do it all clubs (4). The other three took a 

neither nor stance with a positive tendency towards the food availability as being rather high (3.8-

3.9), with Laissez faire clubs scoring the lowest. Laissez faire, Holistic control and Output control 

clubs didn't see a real threat posed by cormorants for their main water body while Do it all clubs 

and Habitat clubs, though results ranged in the neither nor category, scored the highest (3.7-3.8). 

One can assume a trend that they took predatory pressure exerted by cormorants as an issue for the 

condition of their main species managed. Lastly angling intensity was perceived in a neutral 

manner by all club types except for habitat clubs which judged the angling intensity for their main 

club water as rather low (<3). According to the results from Table 13, Do it all clubs and Habitat 

clubs saw the condition of their main water body in relation to the mainly managed species as most 

positive, including stock size and available habitat. They also attributed the most influence to 

external predatory pressure. Furthermore, Habitat clubs tended to keep the angling intensity at the 

lowest levels compared to other clubs. 
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Table 13. Perceived condition of the main water body in regard to the main fish species managed. Items 

with different letters differ significantly from each other. P-value refers to the overall model significance. 

Item was measured on the scale: 1 – very low, 2 – rather low, 3 – neither nor, 4 – rather high, 5 – very high. 

 Laissez 

faire clubs 

Holistic 

control clubs 

Output 

control clubs 

Do it all 

clubs 

Habitat 

clubs 

    

 n=181 n=293 n=280 n=139 n=125  F d.f. P-value 
Stock size of the 

main fish species 

 

3.1±0.8a 3.3±0.8ab 3.3±0.8ab 3.5±0.9b 3.4±0.8ab  3.9 1000 0.003 

Availability of 

shelters 

 

3.5±1 3.5±1 3.5±0.9 3.7±0.9 3.7±0.9  1.7 1002 0.134 

Number of 

spawning fish in the 

water body 

 

2.9±1.1ac 3±1abc 2.9±1c 3.2±1ab 3.3±1.1b  4.2 979 0.002 

Availability of 

spawning 

opportunities 

 

3.1±1.1a 3.1±1.1a 3.2±1a 3.2±1.1ab 3.5±1.1b  3.7 981 0.005 

Food availability 

 
3.8±0.7a 3.9±0.7ab 3.9±0.7ab 4±0.7ab 4±0.7b  2.9 1002 0.019 

Predatory pressure 

exerted by 

cormorants 

 

3.3±1.3ac 3.5±1.3abc 3.3±1.4c 3.8±1.4b 3.7±1.4ab  4 1006 0.003 

Angling intensity 3±0.9ab 3.2±0.8b 3.2±0.9b 3±0.9ab 2.9±0.9a  3.8 1004 0.004 

Indicating personal satisfaction on a scale of 1 to 7 (7= highest satisfaction and 1= lowest 

satisfaction) in regards to fish stocks, catch success and success of stocking measures, three aspects 

were judged by the responsible person filling out the questionnaire. There were significant 

differences among the club types, though overall satisfaction was rather high with scores always 

above 4. Habitat and Do it all clubs were the most content with their fish stocks as well as the 

success of stocking measures (>5). The catch success was seen with the most satisfaction by Habitat 

clubs (5) and Holistic control clubs (4.9), closely followed by do it all clubs (4.8). Overall Habitat 

clubs were the most satisfied on a personal level according to fish stocks, catch success and 

stocking success. Do it all and Holistic control clubs scored similarly high. Clubs from the Output 

control and Laissez faire types had the lowest personal satisfaction on the items in Table 14, within 

the scope of a positive view. Carefully evaluating these results one can assume a high level of 

satisfaction on the management level of the clubs.  
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Table 14. Personal satisfaction on fish stocks, catch success and stocking measures. Items with different 

letters differ significantly from each other. P-value refers to the overall model significance. Item was 

measured on the scale: 1 – very unsatisfied to 7 – very satisfied. 

 Laissez 

faire clubs 

Holistic 

control clubs 

Output 

control clubs 

Do it all 

clubs 

Habitat 

clubs 

   

 n=181 n=293 n=280 n=139 n=125 F d.f. P-value 
Fish stocks in club 

waters 

 

4.8±1.5a 5.1±1.4ab 4.8±1.5ab 5.1±1.3ab 5.3±1.4b 3 1010 0.016 

The catch successes 

 
4.4±1.5a 4.9±1.4b 4.6±1.4ab 4.8±1.5ab 5±1.4b 4.8 1010 0.001 

Successes of the 

stocking measures 
4.6±1.6a 5.1±1.4b 4.9±1.4ab 5.3±1.4b 5.3±1.5b 6.5 1006 <0.001 

         

 

Estimation of the same items but for the average club member (Table 15) by the respondent showed 

the same consensus as above though attributing the average club member slightly less satisfaction 

for all items where once again Habitat clubs judged their members as most satisfied (>4.6), 

followed by Do it all clubs and Holistic control clubs. Laissez faire clubs judged their members as 

most unsatisfied compared to the other types. So Habitat and Do it all clubs were the most satisfied 

on a personal as well as on a club level concerning the perceived satisfaction with fish stocks, catch 

success and with the ultimate success of implemented stocking measures. 

Table 15. Perceived satisfaction of the average club member linked to fish stocks, catch success and 

stocking measures. Items with different letters differ significantly from each other. P-value refers to the 

overall model significance. Item was measured on the scale: 1 – very unsatisfied to 7 – very satisfied. 

 Laissez 

faire clubs 

Holistic 

control clubs 

Output 

control clubs 

Do it all 

clubs 

Habitat 

clubs 

   

 n=181 n=293 n=280 n=139 n=125 F d.f. P-value 
Fish stocks in club 

waters 

 

4.3±1.3a 4.6±1.3b 4.4±1.2ab 4.6±1.3ab 4.8±1.5b 3.5 1004 0.007 

The catch successes 

 
4.1±1.4a 4.3±1.3ab 4.2±1.2ab 4.4±1.2ab 4.6±1.5b 2.7 1003 0.026 

Successes of the 

stocking measures 
4.4±1.4a 4.7±1.3ab 4.5±1.3ab 4.8±1.3b 4.9±1.4b 3.8 1002 0.004 

         

 

 

4.7 Personal view on management feasibility and impacts 

Generally speaking clubs had very different views on the feasibility and likeliness of 

implementation of various management measures regardless of their stance of being already 

utilized. Input and output regulations were mostly seen as “rather difficult” to realize (4 out of 5 
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club types), as well as habitat improvement and a further increase in stocking. All clubs also 

thought that to waive stocking was the hardest to realize measure of all options available. Tighter 

harvest restrictions were looked most favorable upon by do it all clubs (3.9±0.9), giving a trend to 

label them as “rather easy to realize”. The others scored significantly lower (p < .001). Laissez faire 

clubs thought this measure would be “very difficult” to realize on their club waters (2.9±1.2). 

Comparable results were registered in the results table for the measure of restricting angling effort. 

Do it all clubs judged this method as “rather easy” to realize (4±0.9) compared to the others, with 

once again a high p value of p < .001. An increase in the minimum size limit was assessed as 

realizable by Do it all clubs and Holistic control clubs (<4±S.D.) Habitat improvement however 

was considered as “rather difficult” to realize. Only Do it all clubs and Habitat clubs regarded this 

measure with a positive trend (3.7±1) towards it being realizable. The other three club types thought 

differently (p < .001), scoring considerably lower (<3.2±S.D.). The coherent as “rather difficult” 

to realize judged tool of increasing fish stocking even further, had a positive trend (<3.5) for all 

clubs, allowing for the assumption that it was a method considered by all clubs. Nonetheless none 

of the club types committed to saying that they could forgo stocking for good. Holistic control 

clubs disagreed the strongest (2.2±1.2). The only ones somewhat showing a possible trend of 

considering it, were clubs of the Laissez faire type, scoring the highest on that matter (2.7±1.4). 

Table 16. Feasibility and view on how likely management measures are realizable on a club level 

(independent of utilizing different measures already). Items with different letters differ significantly from 

each other. P-value refers to the overall model significance. Item was measured on the scale: 1 – impossible 

to realize, 2 – very difficult to realize, 3 – rather difficult to realize, 4 – rather easy to realize, 5 – very easy 

to realize 

 Laissez 

faire clubs 

Holistic 

control clubs 

Output 

control clubs 

Do it all 

clubs 

Habitat 

clubs 

   

 n=181 n=293 n=280 n=139 n=125 F d.f. P-value 
Tightening of 

harvest restrictions 

(e.g., in terms of 

daily harvest per 

angler) 

 

2.9±1.2d 

 

3.6±1a 

 

3.3±1b 

 

3.9±0.9c 

 

3.6±1.1abc 

 

 

20.5 1012 <0.001 

Restriction of 

angling effort  

(e.g., limitation of 

angling licenses or 

angling spots) 

 

3.2±1.2a 

 

3.5±1.1a 

 

3.3±1.1a 

 

4±0.9b 

 

3.6±1.2a 

 

11.6 1011 <0.001 

Increase of 

minimum size limits 

 

3.5±1.2a 

 

4.1±0.7b 

 

3.6±1a 

 

4.3±0.7b 

 

3.6±1.2a 

 

24 1011 <0.001 
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Implementation of 

measures for habitat 

improvement 

 

3±1a 

 

3.2±1a 

 

3.2±0.9a 

 

3.7±1b 

 

3.7±1b 

 

14.7 1001 <0.001 

Increase of fish-

stocking measures 
3.7±1 

 

 

3.6±0.9 

 

3.6±1 

 

3.8±1.1 

 

3.8±1 

 

1.4 1010 0.205 

Waiver of fish 

stocking measures 
2.7±1.4a 

 

2.2±1.2b 

 

2.4±1.3ab 

 

2.4±1.2ab 

 

2.4±1.3ab 

 

4.2 1004 0.002 

 

On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 meaning ineffective to 7 judging a management measure as very 

effective in supporting the main fish species managed compared to stocking, all club types showed 

significant differences (p < .001) (Table 17). In general habitat improvement was seen as the most 

effective (M = 5.1) compared to the other three items (tighter harvest restrictions M = 4.5, increase 

of minimum size limit M = 4.3 & reduction of angling intensity M = 4). Tighter harvest restrictions 

were specially favoured by Do it all clubs (5.1±1.6), followed by Habitat (4.8±1.7) and Holistic 

control clubs (4.6±1.6). Habitat improvements as means of management compared to stocking 

were judged as very effective by Habitat clubs (5.7±1.3) and Do it all clubs (5.4±1.5). Holistic 

control and Do it all clubs scored significantly higher (p < .001) for an increase in minimum size 

limit (>4.5) whereas the others stayed below that margin as seen in the results table.  A restriction 

of angling intensity compared to stocking was seen as most effective by do it all clubs (4.6±1.5). 

Overall Do it all clubs saw in all measures a viable alternative compared to stocking, while habitat 

clubs preferred habitat improvements and tighter harvest restrictions. Clubs of the Holistic control 

type regarded control mechanisms (tighter harvest restrictions and increase in minimum size limit) 

as most effective. Output control and Laissez faire clubs did not excel in any measure compared to 

the others and fish stocking. Nonetheless like mentioned, before habitat improvement was seen as 

the most effective alternative to fish stocking by all club types.  

Table 17. Views on effectiveness of different management tools to support the clubs main species compared 

to fish stocking. Items with different letters differ significantly from each other. P-value refers to the overall 

model significance. Item was measured on the scale: 1 – very ineffective to 7 – very effective. 

 Laissez 

faire clubs 

Holistic 

control clubs 

Output 

control clubs 

Do it all 

clubs 

Habitat 

clubs 

   

 n=181 n=293 n=280 n=139 n=125 F d.f. P-value 
Tightening of 

harvest restrictions 

 

3.8±1.7 4.6±1.6ab 4.4±1.7a 5.1±1.6b 4.8±1.7ab 12 1002 <0.001 

Habitat 

improvements 

 

4.7±1.8a 5.1±1.6ab 4.9±1.7ab 5.4±1.5bc 5.7±1.3c 8 1003 <0.001 
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Increases of 

minimum size limits 

 

3.9±1.5a 4.6±1.6bc 3.9±1.6a 4.9±1.5c 4.2±1.7ab 14.9 1003 <0.001 

Restrictions of 

angling intensities 
3.5±1.5b 4.2±1.5a 4±1.6a 4.6±1.5c 4.1±1.6a 10.4 1005 <0.001 

 

Items measuring stances and views on fish stocking on a club level yielded many similarities 

between the different club types. Unwritten laws or agreements influencing stocking or, conflicts 

and controversies regarding the right practice brought about by varying views of members and 

management did not seem to exist among the clubs according to the results, as those items were 

labeled as mostly “does rather not apply” (Table 18). When faced with the choice of changing 

stocking practice after a few bad years all clubs stayed neutral (3.3±1.1 to 3.5±1.1). The same applied 

for the development of a suitable long term stocking strategy, with the exception that Do it all clubs 

differed from the rest (p < .001). Their answers (3.9±0.9) reflected an indication that they at least 

partially developed an adequate way of stocking. Though all clubs neither stated nor ruled out 

existing expectations of their own club anglers (3.3±1.2 to 3.6±1.2) towards their board to stock 

fish, this didn’t apply for the arrangement of said measure. In Holistic control clubs and Output 

control cubs this “arrangement expectation” seemed to be present (4.1±0.8 & 4±0.9). Additionally 

the other three groups also showed strong tendencies towards that attitude (3.8±1.1 to 3.9±0.9). 

Essentially the expectation directed by club members towards the managers to arrange for fish 

stocking was present with a special distinctness for Holistic control and Output control clubs. 

Moreover a suitable stocking strategy was only developed according to Do it all clubs. Agreements 

or conflicts on an inter club level on the topic of stocking didn’t seem to be found in any types or 

simply didn’t play an important enough role to influence the stocking practice 

Table 18. Stances on stocking and interactions on a club level. Items with different letters differ significantly 

from each other. P-value refers to the overall model significance. Item was measured on the scale: 1 does 

not apply at all, 2 – does rather not apply, 3 – neither nor, 4 – partially applies, 5 – fully applies. 

 Laissez 

faire clubs 

Holistic 

control clubs 

Output 

control clubs 

Do it all 

clubs 

Habitat 

clubs 

   

 n=181 n=293 n=280 n=139 n=125 F d.f. P-value 
In our club, we have 

developed a suitable 

stocking strategy 

which we are not 

likely to change 

 

3.2±1.2a 3.6±1bc 3.4±1.1ac 3.9±0.9b 3.6±1bc 10.4 991 <0.001 

In our club, there are 

unwritten laws and 

agreements which 

2.2±1.1 2.2±1.1 2.2±1.2 2.3±1.3 2.3±1.2 0.7 989 0.560 
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influence stocking 

practices applied to 

our club waters. 

 

In our club, we have 

had controversies 

again and again 

about what is the 

best way of stocking 

fish. 

 

2±1 2±0.9 2.1±1 1.9±1 2.1±1 0.4 990 0.766 

Club members 

expect me to arrange 

for fish stocking in 

the club waters. 

 

3.8±1.1a 4.1±0.8b 4±0.9ab 3.9±0.9ab 3.9±0.9ab 3.9 991 0.003 

Even after some bad 

angling years, the 

stocking measures in 

our club waters will 

not be changed. 

 

3.4±1.1 3.5±1.1 3.3±1.1 3.5±1.1 3.3±1.1 0.8 993 0.501 

In our club, the 

members and the 

management board 

hold very different 

views of what is the 

best way of stocking 

fish. 

 

2.3±1 2.4±1 2.4±1 2.4±1 2.2±1 0.8 992 0.501 

The anglers of our 

club expect me to 

stock fish in the club 

waters. 

3.3±1.2 3.6±1.1 3.6±1.2 3.4±1.2 3.5±1.1 1.6 992 0.150 

 

The biological and social functionality of stocking was perceived in a similar way by all club types. 

Very homogenous results for all items were found in Table 19. All club types outright did not see 

potential negative impacts of stocking for fish stocks or environment. With no significant 

difference found (p = .812), clubs didn’t agree that stocking was more damaging than useful for 

their water bodies. Not only that but for all club types fish stocking was considered an effective 

way to manage club waters appropriately as well as a reliable tool to increase satisfaction of club 

members. Furthermore, all agreed that the managed fish stocks were obviously influenced in terms 

of numbers by stocking measures. Those uniform and broadly pro stocking results indicated an 

positive attitude towards stocking by all club types not only as a means of increasing fish stocks 

but also managing water bodies and keeping anglers happy, with the benefits surpassing potential 

damaging impacts.  
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Table 19. Personal view on impacts of fish stocking and its use as a management tool. Items with different 

letters differ significantly from each other. P-value refers to the overall model significance. Item was 

measured on the scale: 1 – strongly disagree, 2 – slightly disagree, 3 – neither nor, 4 – slightly agree, 5 – 

strongly agree 

 Laissez 

faire clubs 

Holistic 

control clubs 

Output 

control clubs 

Do it all 

clubs 

Habitat 

clubs 

   

 n=181 n=293 n=280 n=139 n=125 F d.f. P-value 
For water bodies, 

fish stocking is more  

damaging than 

useful. 

 

1.8±0.8 1.7±0.8 1.7±0.7 1.7±0.8 1.7±0.8 0.3 1011 0.812 

Fish stocking as a 

way to manage the 

club  waters is 

inappropriate. 

 

1.7±0.9 1.7±0.8 1.6±0.8 1.7±0.8 1.7±0.8 0.4 1012 0.749 

The influence of 

stocking on the fish  

stocks in our club 

waters is not worth  

mentioning. 

 

2.3±1 2.1±1 2.2±1 2.2±1.1 2.4±1.1 1.5 1010 0.178 

Conducting fish 

stocking measures  

Increases the 

satisfaction of the 

club  members. 

 

3.9±0.8 3.9±0.8 4±0.8 3.8±0.9 3.9±0.8 1.2 1014 0.300 

Fish stocking is an 

effective 

management  

tool to increase fish 

stocks. 

3.6±0.9 3.7±0.8 3.7±0.9 3.6±1.1 3.7±0.9 0.5 1012 0.714 

 

Perceived impacts of stocking on different ecological levels were seen in a similar way amongst 

the club types. Items were measured on a scale from 1 to 5, going from “does not apply at all” to 

“fully applies”, which gave the clubs the chance to agree or disagree with the statements in Table 

20 concerning stocking impacts. Clubs didn’t think that fish stocking would increase competition 

among fishes in the water body. There also weren’t any concerns that crossbreeding between 

hatchery-reared fish and wild ones could reduce genetic diversity or impair survival capability of 

crossbred offspring (“does rather not apply”). To stock fish regardless of natural reproduction of 

said species was perceived as not advisable (2.5±1.1 to 2.8±1, “does rather not apply”), where Do 

it all clubs especially disagreed with it though the p value wasn’t low enough for a significant 

difference (p = .075). Linked to natural reproduction the different evaluated clubs took a neutral 

stance on whether or not to stop stocking once natural reproduction set in (M = 3.4, “neither nor”). 
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As far as whole ecosystem impacts were concerned, results accounted for a rejection of the 

statement that stocking could serve as a potential source for introducing parasites or diseases. All 

types labeled it as “does rather not apply”. However they agreed that stocking could be a reason 

for the distribution of non-native species. Further statements like suppression of other species due 

to stocking over carrying capacity and the superiority of wild fish compared to their hatchery 

counterparts were judged in a neutral manner though showing tendencies to agree with it (>3.5). 

Overall results from Table 20 showed a similar way of how stocking impacts are perceived by 

across angling clubs. Though some aspects and negative impacts were acknowledged or 

considered, the majority of potential issues seemed to be of no concern to the surveyed clubs, 

displaying stocking as a rather eco-friendly means of management for fish stocks and club waters.  

Table 20. Perceived impacts of stocking on different ecological levels. Items with different letters differ 

significantly from each other. P-value refers to the overall model significance. Item was measured on the 

scale: 1 – does not apply at all, 2 – does rather not apply, 3 – neither nor, 4 – partially applies, 5 – fully 

applies. 

 Laissez 

faire clubs 

Holistic 

control clubs 

Output 

control clubs 

Do it all 

clubs 

Habitat 

clubs 

   

 n=181 n=293 n=280 n=139 n=125 F d.f. P-value 
Fish stocking 

increases 

competition in the  

water body and thus 

negatively 

influences  

various links of the 

food chain. 

 

2.5±0.9 2.5±1 2.6±1 2.6±1.1 2.6±1 1.2 1001 0.295 

Stocking fish of a 

particular species in 

a  water body above 

the natural carrying  

capacity results in 

the suppression of  

other species. 

 

3.5±0.9 3.5±1 3.7±0.9 3.6±1 3.5±1.1 1.6 1007 0.158 

As soon as a fish 

species reproduces  

naturally in a water 

body, stocking fish 

of  that species is 

unnecessary. 

 

3.4±1 3.4±1 3.3±1.1 3.4±1.1 3.4±1.2 0.3 1010 0.851 

Fish stocking 

measures lead to a  

reduction of genetic 

diversity due to  

crossbreeding of 

wild and stocked  

2.7±0.9 2.7±0.9 2.6±0.9 2.7±1 2.8±1 0.9 1001 0.423 
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hatchery-reared fish. 

 

Wild fish occurring 

naturally in a water  

body are superior to 

stocked hatchery 

fish of the same 

species. 

 

3.5±0.9 3.7±1 3.6±0.9 3.6±1 3.5±1 1.1 1004 0.320 

Regardless of 

whether a fish 

species  reproduces 

naturally or not, it is 

advisable  to stock 

fish of that species. 

 

2.7±1 2.8±1 2.8±1 2.5±1.1 2.7±1.1 2.1 1005 0.075 

Crossbreeding of 

stocked hatchery 

fish and wild fish 

leads to a reduction 

of the survival 

capability of the 

offsprings. 

 

2.5±0.8 2.5±0.9 2.4±0.8 2.6±1 2.6±0.9 1.5 998 0.175 

Fish stocking is not 

a major reason for 

the distribution of 

nonnative species. 

 

2.8±1 2.8±1.2 2.8±1.1 2.8±1.2 2.9±1.2 0.1 995 0.949 

Fish stocking results 

in the introduction 

of diseases and 

parasites into a 

water body. 

 

2.8±1 2.8±1 2.9±1 3±1.1 2.7±1 1 1003 0.402 

While every water 

body has an upper 

limit of the total 

quantity of a 

naturally 

reproducing fish 

species, this limit 

may still be 

increased through 

stocking. 

2.8±1.2 2.7±1.1 2.9±1.2 2.8±1.3 2.9±1.2 1.5 1005 0.178 

 

Influential value of different factors on stocking decisions made by the surveyed clubs in 2010 was 

measured on a scale from 1 to 5, where one meant a factor had no influence at all to five, where a 

factor had a very strong influence on conducted fish stocking (Table 21). Strong influential factors 

for all clubs were the development of fish stocks and success of similar measures prior to 2010 

(>3.5), whereas most external factors weren’t given much of an influential value, like prices or 

special offers made by retailers (<2). In detail, legal requirements by fishery laws had “very little 
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influence” on the stocking decisions in 2010. Only Do it all clubs attributed fishery laws “rather 

little influence”, implying stricter regulations for those clubs. The same applied for requirements 

by nature conservation where only Do it all clubs had slightly stricter obligations. However do it 

all clubs were the least influenced club type by superior angling associations in the area of stocking 

(p = .002, 1.6±1.1) while the item itself had “very little” to “no influence at all”. Stocking-related 

requirements imposed by a lease contract played no role in the decisions making process in 2010 

for all club types (<2.5, “very little influence”). Club related factors like finances played a smaller 

role, though Habitat (3.4±1.1) and Holistic control clubs (3.3±1.1) were mostly influenced by it, 

compared to the other three types (p < .001). Laissez faire clubs attributed finances the least 

influential value in regards to its influence on stocking decisions (2.8±1.3). Angler expectations 

towards stocking flowed in to some point to stocking decisions. However they differed amongst 

the clubs (p = .039). Laissez faire clubs were “very little influenced” by expectations (2.9±1.1) 

while Output control and Do it all clubs experienced the most impacts by it (3.2±1). Dissatisfaction 

expressed by the club’s anglers, on the other hand played no role (<2.6). Stock reduction by 

cormorants was mostly acknowledged as a driving factor by Do it all (3.8±1.3) and Habitat clubs 

(3.9±1.2). Development of fish stocks, also played the most important role how stocking was 

conducted in 2010 for Do it all and Habitat clubs compared to the others (p < .001). Overall this 

aspect yielded the highest results (M = 3.7), only Laissez faire clubs scored lower than all others. 

Successfully implemented stocking measures in previous years were seen a most influential on 

later stocking measures by Holistic control clubs (3.7±0.8). Considering all these influential factors, 

most outer regulatory requirements or aspects had little to no influence on the stocking decisions 

made, at all. The highest influential value was attributed to the development of the managed fish 

stocks and success of similar measures prior to 2010. Monetary funds played a role Holistic Control 

clubs and Habitat clubs. Habitat clubs and Do it all clubs further considered stock reduction through 

cormorants more than the others.  Expectations by club anglers existed in a subordinate fashion 

compared to the other influential factors.  
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Table 21. Influential value of different driving factors on stocking in 2010. Items with different letters differ 

significantly from each other. P-value refers to the overall model significance. Item was measured on the 

scale: 1 –no influence at all, 2 – very little influence, 3 – rather little influence, 4 – rather strong influence, 

5 – very strong influence 

 Laissez 

faire clubs 

Holistic 

control clubs 

Output 

control clubs 

Do it all 

clubs 

Habitat 

clubs 

   

 n=181 n=293 n=280 n=139 n=125 F d.f. P-value 
Expectations of the 

club anglers 

 

2.9±1.1a 3.1±1a 3.2±1b 3.2±1b 3.2±0.9ab 2.5 1002 0.039 

Developments of 

fish stocks 

 

3.5±1b 3.8±0.9a 3.8±0.8a 3.9±0.9a 3.9±0.8a 5.3 1000 <0.001 

Success of similar 

stocking measures 

in previous years 

 

3.4±1a 3.7±0.8b 3.6±0.9ab 3.6±0.9ab 3.5±0.9ab 3.4 996 0.008 

Requirements 

imposed by nature  

Conservation 

 

2.5±1.1a 2.6±1.1a 2.5±1.1a 3±1.2b 2.7±1.2ab 3.9 993 0.004 

Legal requirements 

imposed by fishery  

Laws 

 

2.5±1.2a 2.8±1.2ab 2.7±1.3ab 3±1.3b 2.7±1.2ab 2.5 991 0.037 

Stocking-related 

requirements 

imposed by  

a lease contract 

 

2±1.2 2.3±1.4 2.2±1.3 2.3±1.5 2.1±1.3 1.7 995 0.143 

Stocking-related 

requirements 

imposed by  

a superior angling 

association 

 

2.1±1.3ab 1.8±1.2bc 2.1±1.4a 1.6±1.1c 1.8±1.1abc 4.3 1000 0.002 

Requirements 

imposed by fish 

species  

Protection 

 

2.1±1.2 2.2±1.2 2.2±1.3 2.4±1.3 2.2±1.2 0.9 993 0.444 

Offers by fish 

retailers 

 

1.8±1.1 1.6±0.9 1.7±1 1.7±1.1 1.9±1.2 1.4 995 0.225 

Stock reduction 

caused by 

cormorants 

 

3.4±1.3a 3.6±1.3abc 3.5±1.4ab 3.8±1.3bc 3.9±1.2c 4.1 1004 0.002 

Club's financial 

situation 

 

2.8±1.3a 3.3±1.1b 3.1±1.3ab 3.2±1.3ab 3.4±1.1b 5.6 999 <0.001 

Dissatisfaction of 

club anglers 

 

2.4±1.1 2.5±1 2.5±1 2.4±1.1 2.6±1 0.5 1005 0.710 
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Requirements 

imposed by the 

club's  

management board 

2.6±1.3 2.9±1.2 2.9±1.2 2.9±1.3 3±1.2 1.7 1005 0.135 

 

 

Chapter 5 – Discussion 

 

5.1 Differences among clubs 

 

This study identified variation in the use of management measures across German angling clubs. 

Generally these variations mainly concerned demographical differences like member composition, 

asset allocation, beliefs and attitudes and the social context under which club decisions were 

influenced. The Figure below summarizes the key typology and differences among the clusters. As 

shown, Laissez faire clubs didn’t exceed statutory standards when managing their water bodies. 

They implied the lowest percentage of measures compared to all other club types (Table 5). Besides 

having a limited rights regime in terms of exclusive fishing rights (Table 8), they also found it most 

difficult to implement new measures when given the choice, as well as doubting their feasibility 

(Table 16 & 19). Compared to that Holistic control clubs and output control clubs were in some 

ways comparable. They both implemented control mechanisms as their main mean of management 

like daily bag limits (Table 5). However Holistic control clubs went further by increasing statutory 

standards and making some use of habitat improvement measures while Output control clubs stuck 

to the sole control mechanisms. Holistic control clubs held a higher percentage of water bodies 

under exclusive fishing right compared to their output counter parts (78% vs 65%, Table 8). Former 

had a lower financial medium and spent the lowest amount per ha on stocking across all club types, 

while output control clubs spent the most on that item (Table 7). Further, clubs of the holistic 

control type found control measures more feasible and realizable compared to others (Table 16). 

Both types indicated high member satisfaction (Table 14 & 15). They also were they two types that 

had the highest member expectation to arrange for stocking, though a certain expectation was 

present in all club types (Table 18). Opposite of that stand the Do it all and Habitat clubs. Both 

implemented and invested heavily in habitat improvement measures (Table 7).  However Do it all 

clubs, as the name suggests, engaged in all measures presented in an intensive way (Table 5). They 

claimed the highest percentage of water bodies managed under exclusive fishing rights (85%) and 
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were the only type that had developed to some extent long term stocking strategies and plans (Table 

8 & 18). Both types fielded very high member satisfaction (Table 14 & 15). They furthermore had 

the best perceived condition of their water bodies and fish stocks (Table 13). Besides that, do it all 

clubs were the only group that was in some way influenced by outer regulations (e.g. by nature 

conservation groups) when making stocking decisions (Table 21). Both Habitat and Do it all clubs 

considered alternative potential influences on their fish stocks (e.g. cormorants) (Table 13 & 21). 

Finally they also exerted the strongest obligation to not only protect water bodies but also do so 

when deciding between the protection aspect and further improving angling opportunities (Table 

10).  Additionally Habitat clubs favored means of habitat improvement over other measures when 

comparing their feasibility and possibility of implementing them. They also claimed the lowest 

angling intensity for their waters gave the financial aspect the most influential value when faced 

with stocking decisions (Table 13 & 21). Complementing the differences, Figure 4 also shows the 

apparent similarities among the created groups. None of the club types identified angling as the 

main threat for their fish stocks or water bodies. All of them named “angling unrelated factors” as 

the main source of danger (Table 12). Furthermore fish stocking was used intensively by all club 

types and consistently judged as a safe and appropriate tool to not only managed fish stocks but 

also increase member satisfaction (Table 19 & 20). Continuing, stocking decisions were mainly 

driven by the development of fish stocks and to some extent member expectations (Table 21). Outer 

factors played only a little to no role at all (Table 21). An obligation to protect the bestowed water 

bodies was strongly present (Table 10), as well as the high perceived value of habitat improvement 

measures when compared to fish stocking, however often linked with a low prospect of 

implementation (Table 16 & 17). Overall social, financial and environmental conditions were 

judged at least as being stable (Table 11 & 13).  
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5.2 Theory of planned behaviour in the context of angling clubs 

 I am interpreting results not only on the basis of the pure data but also by incorporating aspects of 

the theory of planned behaviour as developed by ICEK AJZEN (Figure 5). As suggested by the theory 

of planned behavior in 1988, the behavioural intention which ultimately leads to a certain behaviour 

is influenced by the attitude to the behaviour, subjective norms and the perceived behavioural 

control (AJZEN 2002). Figure 5 shows how those three can influence each other as well and are 

formed by behavioral beliefs, normative beliefs and control beliefs (Ajzen 2006). 

    

Figure 5: Updated version of the theory of planned behavior and behavioral drivers (Source: 

people.umass.edu) 

 

My hypothesis of a relationship between choice and implementation of the utilized management 

measures and the attitude of the persons in charge was generally supported by these results. A key 

finding was the popularity of stocking, backed by a very positive attitude towards it by all club 

types and low to no perceived environmental impacts, showing its status as a panacea (VAN 

POORTEN ET AL. 2011, ARLINGHAUS & MEHNER 2005, GALE 1987) for managing water bodies, 

increasing stock size and keeping anglers satisfied all at the same time (Table 19 & 20). In this case 

attitude towards the behaviour and of stocking and expecting a worthwhile outcome, was positively 

valued by the people in charge which ultimately lead to an increased readiness to perform said 

behaviour across all clubs, as suggested by the theory of planned behaviour. These findings are 

comparable to studies done with Swiss Anglers, where a similar Pro-stocking attitude was detected 
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(LINDERN & MOSLER 2014). They further stated a tendency to neglect stocking related risks. 

Results in this project overlapped with it. However it can be tentatively suggested in this case that 

it wasn’t a deliberate neglect by the surveyed clubs rather than an underestimation or even a lack 

of knowledge, since impacts like crossbreeding or disease introduction were judged as non-

perceived, though they occur (E.G. EBY ET AL. 2006, VAN ZYLL DE JONG ET AL. 2004, JØRGENSEN 

ET AL. 1993). Lack of knowledge about negative impacts might have driven an unbridled support 

for stocking.  Controversies among anglers and on a club level concerning stocking, as suggested 

by LINDERN and MOSLER 2014 were not present according to the board members. This fact might 

have been obstructed by a bias of self-perception added by the people answering the questionnaire. 

It is based on Festinger’s cognitive dissonance theory form 1957, suggesting that humans have the 

urge to align their attitudes and beliefs to avoid a state of disharmony. A clash of differing 

cognitions may therefore result in a change in attitudes, beliefs, behaviour etc., and acquisition of 

new information to reduce dissonance or reduce the importance of the cognitions. Though not 

proven to actually work, the theory suggests a definite reaction of an individual to reduce the extent 

of dissonance (COOPER 2007, FESTINGER 1957).  In the case of the decision makers in angling clubs, 

controversies concerning stocking might have been rationalized away or reduced by the mentioned 

steps to not show up in the questionnaire anymore. Further it would only be natural that board 

members would try to give their club a better public perception (JOHN & ROBINS 1994).  Only a 

spread of foreign or invasive species as well as a potential stocking stop after natural reproduction 

was reached were considered (Table 20).  

5.3 Perceived feasibility  

In regards to the first hypotheses another key finding, prior not considered by me, was the linkage 

between attitude and feasibility of certain management measures. Feasibility could be seen as the 

“control” variable of the theory of planned behaviour, since it didn’t really consider the positive or 

negative attitude towards a certain management tool or behaviour but considered factors 

“facilitating or impeding performance of the behaviour (Ajzen 2006)”. Generally clubs used 

methods they deemed feasible and realizable in their water bodies. Prime examples were the 

holistic control clubs, which utilized a lot of control mechanisms like minimum size limits and 

bagging limits (97.9% & 87.1%). The used practices were accordingly judged as feasible in Table 

16.  Feasibility was correlative with the held values and attitudes by the people in charge. Habitat 

clubs in this case had the highest environmental values and found protection more important than 
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improving angling opportunities (Table 10). Combined with a high perceived feasibility of habitat 

improvement measures, they implemented many across the club type. (93.6% creation of spawning 

areas, 92 % creation of spawning spots…). Similar can be said for Do it all Clubs. However they 

also found control mechanisms, like an increase of minimum size limits, very feasible and therefore 

implemented more measures (Table 16). This is only one few of many examples that attitudes and 

expectations potentially fostered a certain way of managing water bodies across the different club 

types. However overall habitat improvement was seen as most effective tools when compared to 

others in regards to stocking across all club type but most often deemed as not realizable or feasible 

(Table 16), excluding habitat clubs and do it all to some extent. This supports the aspect that 

management decisions were greatly influenced or based on perceived feasibility, “can we do it, is 

it worth it?” (KLEIN 1998), besides attitudes and values. Compared to that the other three club types 

also felt obligated to protect fishes and other parts of the water bodies but scored lower on the 

attitude to protect water bodies even if it meant not to not improve angling opportunities (Table 

10). Combined with a lower perceived feasibility of implementing measures for habitat 

improvement Laissez faire clubs, Output control clubs and Holistic control clubs turned far less to 

said measures (Table 5). Obviously the highly valued effectiveness (Table 17) of habitat 

improvement wasn’t enough to outweigh feasibility and certain environmental values (Table 10 & 

16).  

 5.4 Legislation and its impact on management decisions 

Another hypothesis was the assumed relationship between property right regimes and chosen 

management strategies. From my standpoint it is hard to pinpoint the exact influential value of the 

rights regimes found in the clubs. However results (Table 8) showed the differences between the 

club types. Those significant differences implied an effect of implemented management methods 

and the rights regime under which jurisdiction club were able to act. Do it all clubs for one, 

managed the majority of their water bodies with exclusive fishing rights (84%). Compared to that 

laissez faire clubs only had 54%. Those differences definitely could’ve fostered certain 

management strategies. A club already restricted by legislation, might not be able to implement 

certain measures due to the missing authority. Furthermore, even if able to act, a high involvement 

of other stakeholders or contractual responsibilities might still prevent actions to be taken. Output 

control clubs and laissez faire clubs for instance held more water bodies under shared fishing rights 

or linked to a management contract (Table 8). Appositely they only used a few selected 
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management measures extensively (Table 5). As mentioned before, for me it was impossible to 

link the differences in the right regimes directly to means of management but the described findings 

suggest a strong and logical coherence as already suggested by OSTROM (1986), that “…operational 

activities are constrained and made predictable by operational-level rules…”. Therefore a look at 

the rights regime of an angling club could already predict a certain way of acting. This aspect 

represents the actual behavioral control mechanism, found in the theory of planned behavior, on a 

level where the club is seen as an actor. Acting of a whole club with legal and legislative restrictions 

happened on a psychology independent level. This mechanism sets in after the perceived behavioral 

control. It refers to “the extent to which a person has the skills, resources, and other prerequisites 

needed to perform a given behavior” (AJZEN 2006). A specific rights regime qualifies as a 

prerequisite in this case. 

 5.5 The role of monetary funds 

 Since legislation seems to play in important aspect in many different areas, looking at it for the 

different club types from a financial perspective yielded significant differences. Habitat clubs, Do 

it all clubs and Holistic Control clubs held the most water bodies with exclusive fishing rights 

(>70%), whereas output control clubs and laissez faire clubs possessed <70% of exclusive fishing 

rights for their water bodies. Thus more rights might be linked to higher leases as suggested by the 

results in Table 7. Directly associated with this is another hypotheses expressed in the introduction. 

I assumed that money would play an important role in the decision making process for angling 

clubs, as money is an important asset in almost all dynamic environmental-economic systems 

(CONSTATINI & MAZZANTI 2012). It also qualifies as a behavioral control mechanism. The reasoned 

mechanism behind the hypothesis was that financially more unstable clubs could spend less, as 

well as set priorities on diverging assets. This assumption is based on the different asset allocation 

theories like the “Liquid preference Theory” from KEYNE (1930/71) or the “Modern Portfolio 

Theory” from MARKOWITZ 1952, extending Keyes assumptions. While those two essentially apply 

for economic finance and investment models, they still could be partially applied to the surveyed 

angling clubs, since “risk and return” situations were found there as well. Clubs had the choice to 

invest in different aspects of management eventually reaping benefits and also potentially profiting 

from diversification when investing in more than one aspect (ROSSI 2003).  Table 7 shows the 

available funds and allocations among the various club types. Though no significant differences 

were found according to the p-values, it was due to huge variation within clusters. Generally it was 
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apparent that holistic control clubs and laissez faire clubs had a smaller budget per ha (including 

savings from before 2010) than the others which had on average 2.5 times the amount of money at 

their disposal (Table 7). Same applied for the income per ha in 2010. As far as leases, do it all and 

habitat clubs paid the most per ha, followed by holistic control clubs. This gradient could be 

explained by recalling the property rights. 

 5.6 Stocking in the light of previous drivers 

 As far as stocking was concerned, output control clubs spent by far the most on it (795±4316). 

That amount was at least 25% more than the others on average per ha (Table 7).  Though all other 

clubs, except for laissez faire clubs, used fish stocking in far over 80% of their water bodies (Table 

1), the high amount output control clubs spent per ha might be a direct link to the previously 

mentioned hypotheses of attitudes, rights regimes and beliefs but also introduces the fourth and 

fifth hypotheses that member expectations and social club structure influence club decisions. 

Output control clubs had, as described, less exclusive fishing rights which might have led to their 

focus on fish stocking which was judged as feasible, realizable and most beneficial from their point 

of view, even compared to other measures (Table 12 & 13). Accordingly they combined that 

practice only with daily bag limits (97.5% of their water bodies, Table 1). This control mechanism 

seems like a regulator and sort of protection for their high investments into fish stocking. It could 

be implied that they invested heavily into stocking to ensure a certain stock size and vice versa 

keep anglers controlled by daily bag limits.  

 5.7 Connection of attitude and actual behavioural control and social pressure 

This connection between the attitude and actual behavioral control is complemented by the variable 

of subjective norms which is “perceived as social pressure to engage or not to engage in a 

behavior.” (AJZEN 2006). They are formed from normative beliefs, being the perceived 

expectations of influential groups or people surrounding the decision maker (AJZEN 2006). In the 

case of this study and the example of stocking in output control clubs, there was a perceived 

pressure exerted by club members to arrange for fish stocking (Table 18). This expectation was 

overall present in all clubs. Also adding to the subjective norms output control clubs and the others 

as well judged satisfaction and meeting diverging requirements of different angler groups as rather 

good (Tables 11,14 & 15). These results cover the hypotheses that social context of clubs in which 

a decision maker is embedded, influences actions. This can be directly confirmed as certain 
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expectancies were perceived, independently whether or not they actually existed. This scheme 

applies for all club types. Thus habitat clubs spent a lot of money on environmental activities 

(239.3±830.8, Table 11). This was linked to high environmental values and believes (Table 10) 

and judging habitat measures as realizable and feasible. Continuing social pressure or norms their 

influence on other decision making processes was rather low. Overall for example stocking 

decisions were only slightly to not at all influenced by angler dissatisfaction, expectations or 

external control mechanisms like administrations, retailers or legal bindings (Table 21). Varying 

levels of influence could indicate a hierarchy on the influential value certain aspects had on 

different decision making processes across different club parts.  

 5.8 Stocking decision making and demographical aspects 

For stocking, clubs saw stock development, previous success and reduction by cormorants as 

driving factors (Table 21). As ARLINGHAUS ET AL. 2002 already suggested, there are many practices 

in German angling clubs derived from tradition and trial and error and not scientific knowledge. 

Results supported this assumption as seen by the example of stocking decisions. A certain 

influential aspect was present, though it potentially was more of a passive factor for the different 

club types. Labeled as non-influential e.g. for stocking, it was still apparent in perceived 

expectations. Naturally all angling clubs try to provide the service of adequate angling 

opportunities for their members since angling clubs are not only of economic but also mainly of 

social importance (HOLMLUND & HAMMER 1999, ALLAN ET AL. 2005, LEWIS ET AL. 2006). 

Everybody wants a well running angling club with happy, satisfied anglers. Management and club 

behaviour might even might indicate overall attitudes. People join social structures where their 

norms and beliefs are represented or shared (MERTON 1968). A potential supporting indicator for 

this could be club size. Habitat clubs on one hand were the smallest clubs, member-wise (96±92, 

Table 10). They were also the least active (Table 10). Demography therefore might be a direct 

representation of the people and their mind set found in an angling club. Holistic control clubs on 

the other hand were on average twice the size of habitat clubs (210±346, Table 10). Using a lot of 

control mechanisms like shown in table 9, they also had the most fisheries managers to possibly 

implement and enforce those (M = 17% more managers).  
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5.9 Summary and final evaluation 

In retrospect keeping Figure 5 in mind, I was not able to completely confirm all of my formulated 

hypotheses when summarizing the results and discussing them.  However many of them were 

supported by results from the questionnaire. For instance an apparent relationship between the 

choice of management measures and the attitude towards said measures was indicated for instance 

by the wide use of stocking and the positive attitude towards it by the people in charge. Furthermore 

the second hypotheses, stating a link between property rights and management practice couldn’t be 

pinpointed exactly. However clubs that held more exclusive property rights more often used a 

wider and more elaborate array of management tools thus supporting this connection. Monetary 

assets were spent accordingly to the club types goals and attitudes like the output control ones 

investing heavily in stocking. Money therefore could be an important factor influencing decision 

making. Maybe not in the conventional way of so to speak forcing a club in a certain direction but 

reflecting its’ priorities, covering hypotheses number 3. Hypotheses 4 and 5 concerning social 

context and the influential value of members on the decision making process couldn’t be found as 

clearly as initially hoped. Member expectations, whether voiced or left unspoken seemed to exist 

and influence decision makers to a certain degree but for instance like seen in table 21 in a more 

subtle manner. There, member expectations were labelled as having “rather little influence” on the 

stocking decision making process in 2010. This gives member expectations a rather low influential 

value but didn’t rule it out entirely. Seen as a whole we found no evidence for a sole determining 

factor underlying each club type, but rather a complex network of different aspects. The presented 

results still have utility to serve as indicator for club behaviour or to predict certain trends. Each 

driving factor however seemed to rank differently from club type to club type, implying a hierarchy 

of decision making factors varying across clubs. To finalize this discussion I want to mention some 

additional general trends that all club types showed besides high satisfaction and the positive 

attitude towards stocking. For me the most interesting part were the expressed environmental 

values. Though some clubs excelled more than others, overall all denoted the managed ecosystem 

as worth protecting compared to angling opportunities, which is consistent with the legislatively 

founded management and care taking obligation (German “Fischereirecht”) (Table 10). Likewise 

habitat improvement was seen as the most effective tool supporting fish stocks compared to 

stocking (Table 17). Furthermore habitat conditions were judged as stable, though not overly 

positive among the club types (Table 11 & 13). This showed that clubs had some issues that they 

were aware of but generally regarded the conditions of their water bodies as not threatened.  Similar 
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to that no club type judged angling as a threat to their fish stocks but rather identified angling 

unrelated factors as the main perpetrator as already shown by other studies (ARLINGHAUS 2006, 

DOROW & ARLINGHAUS 2012) (Table 10). Findings like this underline in my mind the importance 

of knowledge exchange by an increased cooperation between German angling clubs and external 

bodies, since they influence German inland waters significantly, to ensure a better management 

practice like already suggested for instance by ARLINGHAUS ET AL. 2006, SAWCHUK 2012 OR VON 

LINDERN & MOSLER 2014. Cooperation or outer influences were rather low as seen in the results, 

especially on the topic of stocking (Table 9, 11 & 21). However like this study showed, this was 

only one aspect influencing behavior. To effectively change behavior among certain angling clubs 

to a more adapted and suited use of management tools would require identifying their structure, 

goals and demography. Only considering this complex reciprocity and changing influential factors 

from club to club set against the background of the theory of planned behavior would allow a 

possible change in the future in the way angling clubs manage their water bodies. Studies and 

projects, like “Projekt Besatzfisch” were initiated to foster this steady change. I think grouping and 

labeling clubs according to their management strategies and involving the three pillars of the theory 

of planned behavior, adding norms, values and perceived outcomes might hold the potential to ease 

the process of understanding and interacting with angling clubs on various levels. Distinct club 

types with characteristic behaviours exist. Further, some clubs deviated from the norm and 

developed a strong nature conservation perspective. This apparent heterogeneity among clubs 

creates challenges for communication and should always be kept in mind (DEDUAL ET AL. 2013). 

Nonetheless it is important to understand that stocking was seen as the key tool with the highest 

importance for all clubs, bridging the presented heterogeneity for all club types. Adding to that 

private fishing rights potentially fostered independence and own behavioural choices as reflected 

in the distinct typologies. So it might be sensible to use these key findings as a starting point for 

club interaction in the future as already shown through “Projekt Besatzfisch”.  
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